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Abstract
The Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School has been in existence 
since 1959. It was created through the combination of the 
Cheyenne River Boarding School and the Eagle Butte Public 
School. When this school was opened the dormitory program 
retained its original form and programming. The purpose of 
the dormitory was to house Indian students from across the 
Cheyenne River Indian Reservation so that they could attend 
school as mandated under tribal law.
Over the years, the needs of the students entering the 
dormitory have changed. Today the students have special needs that are not met under the traditional dormitory 
program. The purpose of this paper is to examine the special needs of the dormitory students, and to make recommendations to the 95-561 School Board in relation to the establishment of a therapeutic dormitory program.
The recommended elements for a therapeutic dormitory program are the implementing of: 1. the use of RealityTherapy as the bases for a program, 2. staff training in parenting skills, 3. the implementation of a social skills 
component for identifying behaviors, and, 4. a parent involvement component. Under these four elements are six recommendations to carry out the program. These include: a) return to a seven-day dormitory program, b) develop an Individual Treatment Plan for each dormitory student, c) implement a daily group experience in each dormitory wing, d) implement an Exceptional Child Residential Program for 
the dormitory, e) add two Counseling Technicians to the Intense Residential Guidance Program, and f) increase the staff to student ratios to be closer to group home guidelines.
This proposal examines funding and staffing possibilities, and makes specific recommendations for new staff, utilizing 
community resources to help meet these requirements. The greater challenge is for the 95-561 School Board to find adequate funding for a therapeutic program.
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Chapter 1
History of Education for the Chevenne River Sioux Tribe 
The Cheyenne River Sioux Indian Reservation is located 
in North Central South Dakota. It was originally a part of 
the Great Sioux Reservation which was set aside under the 
Peace Treaty of 1868 between the Dakota People and the 
Federal Government. In 1889, the Cheyenne River Sioux 
Indian Reservation was established as a result of the 
division the Great Sioux Reservation into smaller, separate 
reservations for specific bands of the Dakota (Act of March 
2, 1889). The four bands located on the Cheyenne River 
Sioux Indian Reservation are the Sans Arc, Minneconjou, 
Blackfeet, and Two Kettle.
The first agency settlement. Fort Bennett, was 
established in 1869 ten miles south of the mouth of the 
Cheyenne River. In 1891, the buildings of Fort Bennett were 
demolished. A new agency was established at Charger's Camp, 
on the north side of the Cheyenne River, where the Cheyenne 
and the Missouri Rivers meet. This community became known 
as the Cheyenne River Agency. On January 19, 1891, the 
51st Congress passed legislation to fund the establishment 
of day and industrial schools (Daws and Treaties, 1904). 
Under the provisions of that legislation, a federal 
industrial boarding school was established at the Cheyenne 
River Agency.
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All Indian students on the reservation were required to 
attend school from ages six to sixteen (Laws and Treaties, 
1904). Students could attend school either on or off the 
reservation at federal or parochial schools. The Cheyenne 
River Boarding School offered grades one through nine, and 
later through grade twelve. This school was not accredited 
until the 1930s, and the first graduating high school class 
was in 1938 (Lee, I., personal communication, April 17,
1996).1
Under the same 1891 legislation, the Department of the 
Interior was authorized to establish elementary day schools 
in Indian communities across Cheyenne River Reservation. 
Indian students could attend school in their home 
communities through grade six or eight depending on the 
school. These communities included Iron Lightning, Red 
Scaffold, Bridger, Cherry Creelc, Thunder Butte, Green Grass, 
White Horse, Moreau, Bear Creelc, and Four Bear. However, 
many students still attended the boarding schools.
In 1908, Congress opened a large portion of the 
Cheyenne River Indian Reservation to homesteading and 
hundreds of White settlers took land within the boundaries 
of the reservation. Closely following the Homestead Act, 
the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad 
acquired right-of-ways under the provisions of legislation 
passed by the 50th Congress in 1889 (Act of March 2, 1889). 
The railroad extended across the reservation, and many small 
towns were built, including Isabel, Trail City, Timber Lake,
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and Firesteel. Another branch of the railroad passed 
through Trail City to Promise, LaPlant, Ridgeview, Mossman, 
Parade, Eagle Butte, Lantry, Dupree, and Red Elm.
These towns were established by the 1920s, and each 
town had a public school, usually grades one through eight. 
The larger towns of Timber Lake, Isabel, Firesteel,
Eagle Butte, and Dupree established high schools as well. 
There was even a three-year high school in Ridgeview for 
awhile (Miller, B., personal communication, April 17,
1996).^ Indian students had the choice of attending public 
school in these communities. By the 1950s, there were 
public high schools in Isabel, Timber Lake, Dupree, and 
Eagle Butte, as well as the federal boarding school at 
Cheyenne River Agency.
In 1954, the federal government implemented 
Public Law 776 which took the river land along the Missouri 
River as part of the establishment of the Oahe Dam. In 1959 
the town and community around the Cheyenne River Agency was 
moved to a central location on the reservation, adjacent to 
the town of Eagle Butte, South Dakota. The Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, the Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, and the 
U.S. Public Health Service moved their facilities from the 
river site to Eagle Butte (Garreau, 1979).
An entire new school facility was built to replace the 
boarding school on the river. The Cheyenne-Eagle Butte 
School included elementary and secondary classrooms, a 
library, offices, a vocational shop, and dormitories to
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accommodate Indian boarding students. In 1971, a new high 
school was built to accommodate the increase in population 
at Eagle Butte.
Two of the day schools, Moreau River and Four Bear, 
were moved and renamed due to the construction of the Oahe 
Dam. Thunder Butte, Green Grass, Iron Lightning, and Bear 
Creek closed because of low enrollments. In 1989, a new 
K-12 school was opened on the west side of the reservation, 
and three day schools. Red Scaffold, Cherry Creek, and 
Bridger, closed. Takini School serves approximately 325 
students (Condon, H., personal communication, April 30,
1996).  ̂ There is currently a K-12 school under construction 
on the east side of the reservation at LaPlant,
South Dakota. When that school opens, the last three Bureau 
Day Schools in Swifthird. White Horse, and Promise will 
close.
In summary, the history of education on the Cheyenne 
River Indian Reservation has its roots in federal 
legislation that is based on treaty rights of the Indian 
people (Laws and Treaties, 1904). Since the establishment 
of a separate reservation at Cheyenne River tribal members 
have had the opportunity to have their children attend 
school on the reservation. Today the education of Cheyenne 
River Indian students is being met through three K-12 school 
systems located on the reservation, putting an end to 
separate elementary schools in the communities.
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Chapter 2
T h e  C h e y e n n e  IS a g Tjs  B u t h e — S c h o o JL d q ^ ^ t o r y —P r o g r c u n
The Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School was established under a 
cooperative agreement in 1959, combining the Eagle Butte 
Public School and the Cheyenne River Boarding School 
(Garreau, 1979). This new school was the first cooperative 
school on the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation. It serves 
both Indian and public school students, under a cooperative 
agreement between the Bureau of Indian Affairs, who has the 
responsibilities for Indian education, and the public school 
district (Cooperative School Agreement, 1996),
The Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School.dormitories were not 
placed under the cooperative agreement. Therefore only 
Indian students who are tribal members or one-fourth degree 
of blood are eligible to enroll in the dormitory program 
(C-EB School Dormitory Handbook, 1995).
The Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School currently serves 
approximately 1300 students in grades kindergarten through 
twelfth grade (McCrea, C., personal communication, April 30, 
1996).  ̂ The school is operated under a two-school board 
system. The public school board is elected by the voters in 
the school district and the 95-561 school board is elected 
by the tribal members of the reservation. The boards meet 
both separately and together to operate the school 
(Cooperative School Agreement, 1996).
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When Cheyenne Agency was moved from the river site to
Eagle Butte, a 400-student dormitory was built to replace
/
the old boarding school dormitory buildings. As the 
reservation infrastructure improved (e.g. better roads, more 
housing, and more extensive bus routes) the population in 
the dormitories dropped from 318 in 1971 to 129 in 1975 
(Garreau, 1979). In the 1970s two wings of the six-wing 
facility were converted to office space for use by the 
school and the tribe.
In 1959, there were approximately 400 boarding 
students. In the 1995-96 school year, as of the end of 
April, there were a total of 212 students who enrolled in 
the dormitories for part of the academic year. The average 
number of students enrolled in the dormitory at one time was 
108 students, while the average number of students in actual 
attendance was 65 students, or 60 percent of enrollment 
(Dormitory Counselor Report, 1996).
The Cheyenne River Sioux Tribal Children's Code (1992) 
requires that tribal member students, or students who are 
children of tribal members who reside on the reservation 
remain in school through the completion of high school or 
until they reached their eighteenth birthday. The boarding 
school was provided to insure that students who lived on the 
reservation could attend school. Today parents can meet the 
tribal school attendance requirements of mandatory education 
without having to place their children in the dormitories.
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The primary purpose of the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
school dormitory program has been to provide boarding and 
lodging so a student could attend school (62 SIAM,
4.18 (2),1989). The dormitory program does an excellent job 
of housing the students. There are around the clock 
accountability checks and students are monitored 
consistently. The students leam to clean their rooms, take 
care of their personal hygiene, and attend school. The 
staff are hired to care for the physical needs of the 
students and to supervise the students during the time they 
are in the dormitory.
The dormitory continues to provide room and board for 
the students to attend school, although the needs of the 
students have changed. A profile of the students in the 
dormitory show that 64 percent of the students have some 
identifiable special circumstances in their life (Dormitory 
Counselor Report, 1996). The five most common circumstances 
for the dormitory students in the 1995-96 school year were 
single parent homes (26%), grief (26%), being with a 
guardian (20%), being a child of divorce (19%), and being in 
the exceptional education program (17%). Other factors that 
affected students were alcohol and drug use, being involved 
with the courts, and being under the guardianship of State 
of South Dakota or the Bureau of Indian Affairs Social 
Services Department. Students may be in more than one 
category (Appendix A). Many students exhibit a lack of 
social skills that leads to unacceptable behavior and
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conflict in the dormitories and at school. It appears that 
most families that place their children in the dormitories 
have more than their share of stresses.
The dormitory program has not changed to reflect the 
needs of the students and this contributes to the extensive 
student turnover throughout the academic year. If there is 
to be a viable dormitory program, then the program must 
change to meet the new challenges of the students.
The 95-561 School Board has been aware of the needs of 
the dormitory students, and on July 10, 1995, they requested 
that the dormitories move to a therapeutic plan of 
residential care. The development of a therapeutic 
dormitory program will require a fundamental change in the 
dormitory mission statement. Currently the mission 
statement is to provide room and board for Indian students 
to attend the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School (C-EB School 
Dormitory Handbook, 1995). The new mission statement must 
be developed to include the provision of services for 
students in the dormitory program to enhance their social 
learning skills so they may gain the most benefit from their 
stay in the dormitory, and from the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte 
School academic program. Such a mission statement is more 
in line with the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School mission 
statement which is "To prepare students with the academic, 
spiritual, cultural and social skills needed to be 
productive world citizens and lifelong learners." (Goals 
2000, 1994).
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Chapter 3 
Review of Literature 
The idea of structuring a therapeutic dormitory program 
for a federal Indian school is a fairly new concept. In 
October 1994, Congress passed Public Law 103-382, "Improving 
American's Schools Act of 1994". Section 566 of the Act 
authorized the Secretary of the Interior, acting through the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, to establish demonstration schools 
based on a therapeutic model to provide services necessary 
to achieve positive changes in the attitudes, behavior, and 
academic performance of Indian youth attending off- 
reservation boarding schools.
The author's review of the literature sought sources of 
information that would address the concerns of the 95-561 
School Board in a move to a therapeutic program in the 
dormitories. The review looked for information on programs 
or training that were already in place in the dormitory 
including Reality Therapy, social skills training, and 
parenting training. It also looked at the role parents 
could play in a therapeutic dormitory program.
There was no literature that directly addressed federal 
Indian schools today. Literature from Canada describes the 
old forms of government and church schools, and what Native 
people are doing to take control of their education (Bull, 
1991; Dawson, 1988). The Canadian literature also documents 
the negative effects of non-Native value systems on Native
13
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clients in group homes {Morrissette, 1991) as well as a 
group home that reports success from designing a community 
group home around Native values (Shore and Nicholls, 1975).
One practicum paper on a training program for child 
care workers to teach social skills to children in a group 
home addressed some of the staff/student issues faced by the 
staff in the dormitories (Gramling, 1994). Another article 
on using social skills training in a school setting gave a 
description of a social skills model (Jones, Sheridan, & 
Binns, 1993) that is used in part by the Intense Residential 
Guidance Program in the dormitories. Articles on parenting 
methods in group homes were also useful (e.g. Schaefer,
1977; Sister Paul Marie, 1989). Sister Paul Marie's work 
addressed the needs of children ages three to eleven in a 
group home. The children in the younger dormitories are 
ages six to twelve. Many of her findings fit the dormitory 
situation, especially with interpersonal relationships 
between staff members and students. The dormitory staff 
devote most of their time and attention to daily living 
tasks, and do not actively participate in treatment planning 
or implementation.
The information on Reality Therapy came from staff 
training from the Dream Catcher Institute of North Dakota. 
The staff received four days of training during the 
1995-1996 school year, and a practicum and in-service 
sessions were offered for staff that choose to continue 
their training. Books by Glasser (1965, 1984,1993), founder
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of Reality Therapy and students of Glasser (Wubbolding,
1988) were assigned reading for this training.
Additional information was found through the tribal 
administrative offices, from the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School 
records, and through personal communications with elders and 
community members on the reservation.
What is missing from the literature search is new 
research on Indian education relevant to boarding schools 
and group homes that serve Indian students in the 
United States.
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Chapter 4
^ u s t i f .1 c a t io n  f o r  a T h e ra p e u trc  D o rm ito ry  ProgJiJaiQ
The Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School dormitories are 
becoming more like group homes than traditional boarding 
school dormitories. The Bureau of Indian Affairs Manual,
62 BIAM 4.18 B (2), defines a dormitory as, "A facility 
which provides students boarding and lodging on a temporary 
residential bases for the purpose of attending a 
Bureau-operated or Indian-controlled contract or public 
school."
A group care center is defined by the State of South 
Dakota Group Care Centers for Minors. (7-7-94), as:
A facility licensed by the department to 
care for children who are experiencing 
family problems and interpersonal 
conflicts, are unable to tolerate a family 
setting, and require ongoing group and 
individual counseling in a structured 
treatment program using facility-based 
services. (Chapter 67:42:07)
Somewhere between these two definitions lie the current 
needs of Indian students who attend the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte 
School dormitories. As noted earlier, over 60 percent come 
from "special circumstances" homes. The common ground for
16
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this population is single parent or extended family 
parenting.
Forty-four percent of the students are male, and 56 
percent are female. The Little Boys Dormitory usually has 
the lowest number of students enrolled at any one time, 
while the Little Girls Dormitory has the highest number.
The Little Girls dormitory had a high enrollment of 41 in 
the 1995-96 school year (Dormitory Counselor Report, 1996).
Another common denominator for the dormitory students 
is the issue of grief. In the needs assessment conducted in 
the 1995-96 school year for dormitory students the loss of a 
loved one was identified by 2 6 percent of the student body 
(Appendix A) . The extended family is evident here because 
many were grandparents, and specifically the grandparent who 
had raised the child that is now in the dormitory (Dormitory 
Counselor Report, 1996).
In a count by the Exceptional Education Program in the 
Spring of 1996, 17 percent of the dormitory students were in 
Exceptional Education. The dormitory program has not 
participated in the school's Individual Educational Plan 
(lEP) for these students even through the staff do serve in 
loco parentis for the dormitory students. The dormitory 
program does not have an Exceptional Child Residential (ECR) 
Program. Of the exceptional education students in the 
dormitory in 1995-96 school year, 12 would have been 
eligible for services in the dormitory under an ECR Program.
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The needs of exceptional education students are currently 
not addressed in the regular dormitory program.
The dormitory program is served by the Intense 
Residential Guidance (IRG) Program, with 31 percent of the 
dormitory students qualified for the program in the 1995-96 
school year (Dormitory Counselor Report, 1996). Students 
who have missed a substantial amount of school the previous 
year, or are involved with the courts or social service 
agency, or who have behaviors that have generated incident 
reports either in the dormitory or at school qualify for 
this program. Two IRG Homeliving Assistants provide a total 
of three to five hours of guidance a week to meet the 
students identified needs (ISEP, 1994).
The dormitory counselor serves all four dormitory 
wings, and works with students in groups and one-on-one 
sessions, monitors academic progress, arranges for tutoring, 
and assists the IRG program in their activities. The 
greatest contacts for the counselor appear to be in the 
areas of adjustment, support and conflict resolution.
Additionally, there are students in the dormitory who 
are Fetal Alcohol Syndrome/Fetal Alcohol Effect (FAS/FAE), 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), on 
medication for depression, involved with the tribal court 
system or court ordered to the dormitory, and children under 
the guardianship of a social service agency. In addition, 
children who have academic-related problems made up 15
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percent of the dormitory population this past school year 
(Appendix A).
Attendance and Staff Concerns 
Beside the obvious needs of the dormitory students, 
there are other conditions that add to the justification for 
moving to a therapeutic program. For example, the average 
number of students in the dormitories is only 60 percent of 
the number of students enrolled in program. The dormitory 
has become a convenient place for students to stay, 
essentially providing a 24-hour child care drop-in service 
for parents. Forty-four percent of the 1995-96 school year 
dormitory student enrollment is from Eagle Butte rather than 
the outlying communities (Dormitory Counselor Report, 1996).
Under the current five-day program, students can check 
in and out of the dormitory anytime during the week. While 
this is discouraged, in actual practice, students start to 
leave the dormitory by Wednesday, and usually ride the bus 
home (Marshall, M. L., personal communication. May 1,
1996).  ̂ If anything comes up at school or at the dormitory, 
the student can avoid the issue by going home. This happens 
more with the older students, but younger students also do 
this. Parent are aware of, and allow, this practice. The 
staff members get extremely frustrated, indicating they feel 
they are managing a motel rather than a dormitory.
Another pattern that relates to attendance appears in 
the spring before the academic year is over. Starting in 
April, students begin going to school from home. Student
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attendance in the dormitory can go from 100 students in 
March, to half of that in April, and even fewer in May.
Staff Issues
There are 15 regular dormitory staff members and 2 IRG 
staff positions. All of the staff positions are funded by 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The staff members have been 
in their positions for many years. Three staff members are 
close to retirement. The average number of years in service 
for the staff is approximately ten years. Having little 
staff turnover is a plus because it provides stability for 
the dormitory program. The down side is that most of the 
staff were also in the dormitory when they were students, 
and are comfortable with the institutional parenting methods 
they learned (Marshall, M. L., personal communication.
May 2, 1996)
Many students who go in and out of the dormitory face 
problems and situations in the dormitory itself that 
contribute to their leaving. The staff generally believe 
they are not trained to handle student problems. Some staff 
members appear unaware of how their language or tone of 
voice can affect a child. As a result the child may feel 
unloved and unwanted, and want to go home. Students need to 
feel unconditional acceptance by the staff even when he or 
she exhibits troublesome behavior (Schaefer, 1977).
Discipline is an area that has changed dramatically 
from the years when parents were in boarding school. In 
those days, discipline was based on fear and punishment
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(Bull, 1991). There are many stories about students having 
to kneel in the hallways with their arms in the air, or 
scrubbing stairs with toothbrushes. That kind of discipline 
does not exist in the dormitories today. However, both 
parents and the courts will put students in the dormitories 
as a form of discipline. Thus, students who reside in the 
dormitories are far more likely to require a therapeutic 
program.
The traditional dormitory program has existed to 
provide housing for students so they could attend school.
The information presented here strongly suggests that the 
students that come into the dormitory are really "special 
needs" students, who would benefit from a systematic 
therapeutic program to meet their needs, and the staff would 
benefit from training in parenting and communications 
skills.
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Chapter 5
Setting the Parameters. o£-a-Therapeutic Program 
Just as no person can be all things to all people, a 
therapeutic dormitory program is not for everyone. Under 
the current program, any Indian student who is enrolled in 
the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School is eligible to enroll in the 
dormitory program. Under a therapeutic plan, there must be 
defined limits regarding enrollment: who is eligible to
enroll, who would benefit from such a program, and 
conditions of continuous stay in the dormitories.
It is recommended that a ceiling be put on dormitory 
enrollment at 30 students per dormitory. If there are more 
eligible students, a waiting list would be established.
Each dormitory wing has 16 student rooms, but because of 
inadequate office and activity rooms, some rooms must be 
used for other functions. At three students per room, ten 
rooms can be used as student rooms per dormitory. The 
additional rooms will be used for various purposes, such as 
storage for dormitory equipment and cleaning supplies, 
tutoring, group counseling, office space for staff, and 
senior incentive rooms.
Eligibility for the therapeutic dormitory program will 
be defined by limits that address the health and safety of 
all students. Any eligible Indian student who attends the 
Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School and who meets the following 
criteria may enter the dormitory, with the understanding
22
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that the program is therapeutic. If there is adequate 
evidence from official sources of such actions such as 
setting fires, of being a perpetrator, or of seriously 
physically assaulting an adult or other children, they may 
not be in the program.
Students enrolling in the dormitory must have a legal 
guardian who is responsible for them, and the guardian must 
be willing to participate in the program. Students must be 
enrolled in the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School. If a student 
is suspended from the school, they are automatically 
suspended from the dormitory. Students found with weapons 
will be automatically removed from the dormitory. Students 
found using alcohol, drugs, or tobacco products (except for 
ceremonial purposes), matches or lighters, students who get 
into physically fights, and students who go AWOL may be 
"timed-out" either from the dormitory, or with in-house 
restriction depending on the nature of the offense. In all 
cases, the parent will be involved with these decisions and 
due process proceddures will be followed.
After Board approval and implementation of a 
therapeutic program, the staff will receive training to work 
with the students, to handle student situations that arise, 
and help the student to grow and take responsibility for 
their choices. There must be adequate staffing to meet the 
staff/student ratios required for a therapeutic program. 
Continued training and support for the staff, along with 
adequate funding are necessary to have an effective program.
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Chapter 6
RecQitiiiieiida.tiQns for ,a Therapeutic-Domitory Program
The dormitory buildings are divided into four housing 
units, two on the girls side and two on the boys side. For 
the purpose of this paper, first through sixth grade will be 
considered the "younger/little" dormitories, and grades 
seven through twelve will be considered the "older/big" 
dormitories.
Based on the needs of students and staff, the following 
four program components are recommended as the therapeutic 
plan for the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School Dormitory Program.
1. Reality Therapy is approved as the programmatic base 
of the therapeutic program.
2. All dormitory staff will receive training in 
parenting and communication skills.
3. A social skills program component will be 
implemented for all dormitory students.
4. A parent involvement component will be implemented. 
Under these four elements are six recommendations to carry 
out the program.
1. Return to a seven-day dormitory program.
2. Develop an Individual Treatment Plan for each 
dormitory student.
3. Implement a daily group experience in each 
dormitory wing.
24
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4. Implement an Exceptional Child Residential Program 
for the dormitory.
5. Add two Counseling Technician positions to the 
Intense Residential Guidance Program.
6. Increase the staff/student ratios to be closer to 
group home guidelines.
Reality Therapy
For the past 20 years, the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School 
has used Reality Therapy (Classer, 1965) as its basic 
approach to working with students. It was first introduced 
to the school, including the dormitory staff, 20 years ago. 
In-service training was brought back to the school 15 years 
ago, and again 10 years ago (Marcelle, E., personal 
communication, February, 1996).  ̂ Reality Therapy is the 
only stated theory that is used in the school system. It is 
used in the area of discipline in the school (Cheyenne-Eagle 
Butte School Student Handbook, 1995-1996). The dormitory 
program chose to follow the academic program when 
considering training for the staff to maintain consistency 
for the students both in school and in the dormitory.
Reality Therapy (Classer, 1965) is based on the concept 
that a persons behavior is driven by five basic needs: 
love, power, freedom, fun, and survival. These needs are 
built into our genetic structure, and from birth we must 
devote all of our behavior to attempt to satisfy them.
Reality Therapy assumes that people are in charge of 
their destinies and can change their lives. It is most
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similar to Rational Emotive Therapy. One difference is that 
Reality Therapy accepts these five human needs as "genetic 
instructions" that must be fulfilled. Rational Emotive 
Therapists believe human disturbance is the result of 
irrational thinking, not a failure to fulfill wants and 
needs (Wubbolding, 1988).
Reality Therapy is recommended as the base program for 
a therapeutic dormitory program. Classer*s discipline 
process is used in the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School. Each 
student is given the opportunity to improve their behavior 
through planning and commitment (Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School 
Student Handbook, 1995-1996). Reality Therapy is also used 
in the Sacred Heart group homes, Koskolika Oti and 
Wikoskolika Oti (Kludt, J., personal communication. May 3, 
1996).® The school, the dormitories and the group homes all 
draw from the seune student population. By using the same 
approach with the students throughout the community, the 
student learns how to identify his/her behavior, to evaluate 
it, and to make choices about his/her behavior. They also 
learn they can change their behavior in the future.
Thus, students learn they are responsible for their own 
behavior, and that there are positive and negative 
consequences. The student is responsible for the choices he 
or she makes. Reality Therapy can work with any personal 
history because it doesn't matter where the person has been 
or the circumstances of the past. Every person can still be
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a responsible person and have control over his or her own 
life.
An important aspect of Reality Therapy is the creation 
of an environment of love and trust so that the student can 
look at his/her behavior from a safe place. Staff learn 
through their training to work on a safe environment with 
the students. Consistency is another part of setting the 
environment. This means consistency in staff application of 
rules and consequences, consistent irules, and consistent 
communication between the staff and students and staff and 
staff (Kludt, J., personal communication. May 3, 1996).^
All of the current dormitory staff members have 
received some training in the basic concepts of Reality 
Therapy from the Dream Catcher Institute, Rolla, North 
Dakota during the 1995-96 school year. Four staff people 
have chosen to continue into a basic practicum to work 
toward certification in Reality Therapy. Ten staff members 
are continuing with in-service training in the areas of team 
development and discipline. The goal is to get some 
dormitory staff certified in Reality Therapy, so they can 
provide training to the other staff.
It is recommended that the staff continue to train in 
Reality Therapy, and this be the basis for the therapeutic 
program in the dormitory. As the staff implement the 
methods of Reality Therapy there will a greater consistency 
in how they work with the students. This consistency will 
be the a great strength for the dormitory program.
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Parenting Skills and. .Communications
Good parenting and communication skills are essential 
for child care workers. Sister Paul Marie (1989) identified 
four parenting skill areas useful in group care facilities: 
interpersonal relationships, effective listening, 
personal/professional growth, and mutual respect.
Sister Paul Marie developed a staff questionnaire that 
helped staff to evaluate each of these areas.
She defined interpersonal relationship skills as the 
ability to see a situation from another's point of view, to 
stay in the present, and to have a good relationship with 
the students, and to communicate well.
She defined effective listening as the ability to 
listen without interrupting, and to hear all sides of an 
issue, to control your own emotions, to use feedback 
techniques to let someone know they are being heard, and a 
knowledge of body language.
She defined personal professional growth as seeking 
ways to improve personally and professionally, a willingness 
to take part in training programs, an awareness of choices 
and consec[uences, keeping private life separate from 
professional life, and being able to model behavior so 
others can learn.
And she defined mutual respect as being personally 
responsible for interpersonal relationships, the ability to 
apologize and being able to appreciate others, being 
compassionate, a willingness to allow choices rather than
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giving orders, the ability to separate emotions from 
objective disciplinary action, and the ability to provide 
encouragement.
Each staff person in the dormitory acts as a "parent" 
to the students while they are on duty. Without a 
consistent parenting approach by the staff, both staff and 
students suffer, and only the physical needs of the students 
are met. A major goal of the therapeutic program is to 
develop and implement an in-service parenting program which 
will develop parenting skills in the dormitory staff such as 
those noted by Sister Paul Marie. The goal of this 
component is to increase the positive interaction between 
staff and students.
A parenting program from Active Parenting Publishers, 
Marietta, Georgia (1990) will be used by the Dormitory 
Managers for in-service training for staff during their 
weekly meetings. The program utilizes a series of 12 
training tapes designed to assist parents in working with 
their children. One set of six tapes addresses parents of 
age two to twelve, and the second set are for teen years.
The programs address interpersonal relationships and 
communication skills.
The Active Parenting Program was purchased by the 
Intense Residential Guidance Program for in-service training 
with the dormitory staff. Cost and time were factors in 
choosing these tapes for a therapeutic program.. The tapes 
have already been purchased and are ready to use next year.
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Social Skills Component 
Experience, as well as a review of literature (e.g. 
Gresham 6 Elliott, 1990; Grcunlling, 1994; Jones, Sheridan, & 
Binns, 1993) shows that students who have good social skills 
do better in school and in life as compared to those who 
have social skill deficits. The Intense Residential 
Guidance (IRG) Program is a supplemental dormitory program, 
whose purpose is to assist dormitory students who have 
serious problems adjusting to the school program, other 
people, and/or society (ISEP, 1995). One of the components 
of IRG has been the assessment and treatment of social 
skills deficits. This component will be broaden to include 
all students in the dormitory.
The Social Skills Rating System (Gresham & Elliott, 
1990) is used to assess and evaluate student behaviors, 
along with a Parent Scale and a Teacher Scale (Appendix B). 
The IRG Program selected this system three years ago to 
gather information with consistent instruments that could be 
administered, evaluated, and used to write individual 
treatment plans for IRG students. The resulting information 
is combined with other information, such as social 
histories, psychological evaluations, and recommendations 
from other professionals, to develop social skills goals in 
the student's individual treatment plan.
Staff will receive in-service training in the use of 
the social skills instruments from the IRG staff and the 
dormitory counselor. This will include scoring the
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instruments, using the information to help formulate the 
treatment plan, setting social skills goals, and doing the 
evaluations. All dormitory staff will learn to target and 
monitor behavior, give feedback, and reinforce positive 
social skills.
Parents will become an integrated part of their 
student's treatment plan. They will assist in the 
development of a treatment plan, and be taught to reinforce 
the social skills behavior during the week-ends and holidays 
when the student is with the parent. A two-way reporting 
system will be used to monitor the students and to give 
feedback to the dormitory staff and parents.
Parent Involvement 
During the early years of Indian boarding schools, 
parents were discouraged from any involvement with their 
student {Bull, 1991). This was part of the assimilation of 
Indian people, and schools played a major role in this 
process. Today this is changing, and parent involvement is 
strongly encouraged in all aspects of education.
Under the therapeutic design, parents will learn to 
play a greater role in the dormitory program and in their 
children's lives. Beginning when the parent makes 
application for their student to stay in the dormitories, 
and throughout the school year, parent will be asked take an 
active part of the program.
Parents will be asked to interview with the dormitory 
staff before the student enters the dormitory. This
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interview will include information to give the staff insight 
in working with the student. The interview will address 
concerns such as what type of discipline is used at home, 
what the student likes to do, medical problems, history of 
abuse, or problems at home that may be affecting the student 
(e.g. deaths, divorces, alcohol/drugs). The parent will be 
asked to contribute to the Individual Treatment Plan (ITP) 
for his/her student by filling out social skills 
instruments, and other survey forms to gather information on 
the student. The team working with the student, including 
the parent and the student, will develop goals for the 
student for the school year, and these will be reviewed 
quarterly by the parent.
Parents will be asked to come in three more times 
during the school year, during the quarter break, to review 
the progress of their student, and to take part in social 
activities. The parent will be asked to fill out and return 
a dormitory report for his/her student, addressing the 
student's behavior over the week-end and on school breaks. 
This information will be added to the student's goal and 
behavior chart and will help evaluate the progress of the 
student throughout the year.
Parents will be invited to join a support program 
called p.s. i C9 you P. ARENT 5. UPPORT - I LOVE YOU 
(Newlon, no date). This is a companion program for SKIT, 
Support for Kids In Transition (Newlon, no date) . The two 
programs were selected for use by the dormitory counselor's
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office because they are designed for children and adults in 
transition. Transition includes homelessness, divorce, 
substance abuse, unemployment, new surroundings, or any 
other unstable environment for the child or parent (Newlon, 
no date). The lessons are not sequential, so if one week is 
missed, the participants can still come for another session. 
If parents cannot attend, or drop out, they will be 
encouraged to return another time. Cost was another factor 
in selection. The lessons can be copied, and this reduces 
the cost of the program.
The parent program will be offered weekly each semester 
for nine weeks. The program is designed to reinforce 
positive interaction between parents and children, and 
develop new ways to approach parenting. Dormitory staff 
will be required to participate in the parent groups.
Using the four program components, the dormitory 
program will implement the following practices to carry out 
the component of a therapeutic program.
1. Return to..a s.eve!n--day „ dormitory program
Four years ago the dormitory went from a seven-day 
program to a five-day program. The students check into the 
dormitories on Sunday evenings, and go home every Friday 
afternoon. The year after that five staff positions were 
cut from the dormitory program. These changes have 
contributed to the "baby-sitting/motel" mentality toward the 
dormitories for both parents and staff. The dormitory
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program has essentially become a ''for-convenience" service 
of the school.
There are times when students in the dormitory are 
uncertain what the weekends will bring, and would prefer to 
remain in the dormitories on week-ends. Even parents would 
prefer that the students stay in the dormitory during 
uncertain times. Some parents are homeless, sometimes there 
are illness issues, as well and economic issues.
There may be times, under the therapeutic plan, that 
students will be requested to remain in the dormitory over a 
week-end due to conditions related to their treatment plan. 
As the parent component becomes stronger, the structure of 
the weekend can be developed to include social activities 
with parents and students even when the student stays over a 
weekend. However, parents will be required to check their 
students out at least one weekend a month. The parents will 
be involved with the charting of the student behavior when 
they do take their children home for weekends and breaks.
The recommendation is to return to a seven-day program 
and provide the option for students to stay in the dormitory 
over the weekends.
2. Evaluate, the needs of students and development of 
Individual Treatment Plan for each student.
Moving to a therapeutic plan means that the new program 
must evaluate the needs of each student, and design an 
individual plan that will set goals for the student to 
accomplish with the assistance of the dormitory staff. The
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team charged with the development of the student Individual 
Treatment Plan will include the student, the dormitory 
manager, dormitory staff, dormitory counselor, and parents. 
This plan differs from a school's Individual Education Plan 
(lEP) that refers to students in the exceptional education 
program in that this plan is designed to address needs in 
the dormitory, and not exceptional education needs. The 
team membership will vary with the needs of the student, and 
may included teachers, outside counseling representative, 
representatives of the tribal court, and social workers.
The team will address a) what is working for the student, b) 
what isn't working for the student, and c) a plan of action 
for the student. The end product will be a simple, signed 
Individual Treatment Plan (Appendix C). The accountability 
for the plan lies with each individual on the team, and 
their commitment to do what they say they will do (Geary, 
1996).
The Individual Treatment Plan (ITP) will be reviewed 
quarterly with the team, and up-dated as necessary. The 
dormitory managers and counselor will be responsible for 
scheduling the review of the plan every three months.
The importance of documentation in the dormitory 
program cannot be over-emphasized. When staff members are 
working with children, especially, it is important to 
document. Accountability and discipline are the main areas 
of documentation under the current program. With the move 
toward a therapeutic program, more record keeping regarding
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student behavior will be required. This will include daily, 
weekly, and quarterly behavior reports. The information 
will be shared at staff meetings, including not only what 
behavior is being observed, but the consequences, positive 
and negative, that were applied to the situation 
(Shapiro, (1995)).
Behaviors will be charted with each student. If a 
student is getting attention for misbehavior, this will be 
reflected in the chart, and the staff can make plans to help 
the student meet his/her attention needs in more appropriate 
ways. The documentation required will be daily check 
sheets, weekly evaluation, and quarterly reports for each 
student. The documentation will be for team evaluation 
purposes.
3. Establish a daily group in each dormitory wing^
A daily group, or family meeting, will be held in each 
dormitory wing every day. It will be facilitated by the 
staff. This purpose of the group is to see how the students 
are doing, to share both positive and negative activities 
and behaviors, and to communicate any concerns and praise. 
Students will have a say in their daily and weekly planning 
for the dormitory, and will feel a sense of ownership to the 
dormitory. This group will last from one half hour to an 
hour, with a recommended start time of 
6:00 p.m. Supper is over by then, and the evening 
activities have not yet started. Attending the family
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meeting will be a requirement of enrollment in the 
dormitory.
4. EstablisIi.-an-Exceptional Child Residential (ECR) 
Program for exceptional education students in the dormitory.
Adding the Exceptional Child Residential (ECR) Program 
to the dormitory program will provide additional services to 
the exceptional education students while they are in the 
dormitory. Some of the special needs include extra 
assistance with hygiene, more structured social activities, 
and closer supervision. Currently, these students may 
receive extra services from the IRG Program if they are 
eligible. It is strongly recommended that the dormitory be 
included as part of the school's exceptional education 
Individual Educational Plan (lEP) because the dormitory 
staff serve in loco parentis while the child is in the 
dormitory.
5. Expand-thfi-lntense Residential Guidance (IRG)
Prooram to include two Counseling Technician and two 
Homeliving Assistants, plus a clerical position.
It is recommended that two Counseling Technicians be 
added to the IRG program. This would be in addition to the 
two Homeliving Assistant positions already in the program. 
The Counseling Technicians are required to have Associate of 
Arts degrees, and can conduct therapeutic groups with their 
students in addition to the educational groups the program 
now runs. It is anticipated that as the dormitories move 
into a therapeutic plan, there will be more students
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eligible for the IRG Program. The dormitory will have more 
data on the student, including more relevant information 
from parents. This will aid in identifying students who 
meet the IRG eligibility criteria. The two IRG Homeliving 
Assistants will help to monitor and serve this increase 
during the evening hours in the dormitories. A half time 
clerical position will assist with paperwork.
6. Increase number of staff to student ratio
The Bureau of Indian Affairs Manual (62 BIAM 4.19, E, 
(1989) lists a minimum ratio of one staff to thirty students 
in the dorms for grades one through six, and a minimum of 
one staff to fifty students in the older dorms. This is 
compared to a recommended one staff to eight students for 
group care centers for minors under South Dakota law. Under 
a therapeutic plan, it is recommended that the staff/student 
ratio be between what is recommended for group home care and 
what is required by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The 
recommendation is that there be a minimal ratio of 1:8 in 
the younger dormitories, and 1:10 in the older dormitories 
(Gramling, 1994). This ratio will include all staff that 
work directly with the students. This ratio will allow the 
staff to manage behavior while normal dormitory operations 
continue to operate smoothly.
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Chapter 7 
Staffing Patterns and Justification 
Using the number of 30 students per dormitory for a 
total of 120 students during the academic week, the staff to 
student ratio for the older dormitories would require three 
staff on duty during after-school hours, and four staff on 
duty in the younger dormitories. The current dormitory 
staffing pattern (Table 1) does not meet this ratio with 
IRG, the tutors and the counselor being responsible for more 
than one dormitory.
In addition to the current dormitory staff, it is 
recommended that the following positions be funded: 
HOMELIVING ASSISTANTS 2 full time
CLERK 1/2 time Dormitory*, 1/2 time from IRG*
(*equals one full-time position)
IRG COUNSELING TECHS. 2 full time
CLERICAL from Tribal Programs (TWEP/JOBS/JTPA)
NIGHT GUARD from Tribal programs (TWEP/JOBS/JTPA)
The staffing pattern for one school day in the 
dormitories under the proposed staffing listed above would 
look like Table 2.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs Manual (1989) suggests 
that there be additional staff on duty in the morning when 
students are getting ready for school, as well as after 
school when the students are in the dormitory. To meet the 
morning staffing needs, there will be a Homeliving Assistant
39
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position added to the Little Boys' Dormitory and to the 
Little Girls' Dormitory that would assist the night 
Homeliving Assistant, and manage the dormitory during the 
morning hours. The after school shift, from 1:00 p. m. to 
9:00 p. m., is staffed by other positions to assure adequate 
coverage.
Table 1
Current Staffing and Time Chart
Dormitory: BE LB BG LG All
12:00/8:00 a.m. HA HA HA HA
8:00/5:00 p.m. Dormitory Manager Dormitory Manager 
1:00/9:00 p.m. Coun
1:00/9:00 p.m. Tutor/Rec Tutor/Rec
1:00/9:00 p.m. (both dorms - IRG) (both dorms - IRG)
2:00/10:00 p.m. HA HA HA HA
4:00 p. m./12:00 HA HA HA HA
(BB:Big Boys; BG: Big Girls; LB:Little Boys; LG:Little Girls; 
HA:Homeliving Assistant; Coun:Counselor; IRG:Intense 
Residential Guidance; Tutor/Rec:Tutor/Recreation)
The recommended clerical positions will be the biggest 
time-saver for the dormitories. As the program develops and 
provides therapeutic services to the students, the paperwork
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for documentation purposes increases. These two positions 
will be responsible for maintaining both the regular 
dormitory program and IRG student files. The positions will 
free the Dormitory Managers and IRG staff from doing 
clerical work, such as parent letters, time sheets, purchase 
orders, food orders, and trip paperwork. As the dormitory 
staff develop daily reports on students behavior, this 
information can be placed in their individual files by the 
clerical staff.
It is proposed that the Clerk position be funded half 
time from the dormitory budget, and half time from the IRG 
budget. The second position would be an On-The-Job training 
position secured from one of the Tribal programs. This 
would be a no-cost training. The trainee would later be 
eligible to apply for jobs requiring work experience. A 
similar position was successfully utilized by the IRG 
Program three years ago. These positions will be housed in 
the Big Boys Dormitory.
The Dormitory Managers currently work an 8:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. shift, and spend much of their time doing clerical 
work. With the addition of clerical staff, they would be 
able to change their hours to a more flexible schedule. The 
proposed chart schedules them from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
To add flexibility they might spend their shift time in the 
younger dormitory to meet the higher staff/student ratio if 
that dormitory were short of staff.
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Proposed
Table 2 
Staff and Time Chart
Dormitory; BB LB BG LG All
Ratio: 1:10 1:8 1:10 1:8
Midnight/8:DO a.m. HA HA HA HA
Midnight/8:00 a.m. Guard
6 : 00/2 : 00 p.m. HA HA
8 ; 00/5: 00 p.m. Clerk
8 : 00/5 : 00 p.m. JTPA Clerk
10:00/6:00 p.m. DM DM
1: 00/9 : 00 p.m. Coun
IRG IRG IRG IRG
T T
2:00/10:00 p.m. HA HA HA HA
4 : 00/Midnight HA HA HA HA
(HA:Homeliving Assistant ; DM: Dormi tory Manager;
IRG:IRG staff; T:Tutor/recreational; Coun: Counselor;)
The Dormitory Managers would be able to spend more time 
with their staff, schedule additional meetings, be 
responsible for in-service training with their staff, and 
have more time to be with their students. This would likely 
improve the morale of both the dormitory staff and students.
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The IRG Program would be staffed by two Counseling 
Technicians and two Homeliving Assistant positions. The two 
IRG Homeliving Assistant positions would be in the 
dormitories assisting the regular Homeliving Assistants with 
the IRG students during regular program as well as assist 
the Counselor Technicians. The two Counselor Technicians 
will be available in the dormitories to assist the staff 
with groups, conduct groups with IRG students, and help 
manage student behavior in the dormitories. The 
half-time clerical position will assist with paperwork for 
the program. This will increase the number of positions for 
IRG from the current two positions to four and a half 
positions. It is anticipated that with the shift to a 
therapeutic program, additional students will qualify for 
the IRG program, and there will be a corresponding increase 
in funding for the program.
The ECR Program is being proposed because approximately 
17 percent of the dormitory students currently receive 
services from the Exceptional Education Program in the 
school. Although the anticipated number of students 
eligible for ECR funding is low, (10-15 students), the 
establishment of the program will bring services to these 
students. There would be no additional staff for the ECR 
program; however, the program would generate funds to assist 
in providing services to these students. The program 
elements would be carried out using the regular Homeliving 
Assistants, IRG staff, and the Dormitory Counselor. The
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dormitory counselor will provide the services requiring a 
certified staff person.
The Tutor/Recreational positions are currently staffed 
by the Sioux YMCA program with AmeriCore volunteers who are 
assigned to the dormitories each school year. This 
arrangement will continue under the therapeutic program.
Each volunteer is responsible for tutoring in two 
dormitories. The volunteers are also responsible for 
recreational activities for students in the younger 
dormitory. Some of the activities for the younger students 
include arts and crafts, games, dancing, nature walks, and 
outdoor sports.
The last position, the Night Guard, has been a request 
of the dormitory staff for several years. The night staff 
is the most minimal of all shifts. While the Bureau Manual 
ratio is 1:40 for the younger dormitories and 1:80 for the 
older dormitories (62 BIAM 4.19, E (1989), in an emergency 
this is totally unrealistic. A Night Guard would provide 
additional security for the entire dormitory and be 
available in emergencies.
In addition, the area of town where the dormitory is 
located lends itself to foot traffic from town, and there is 
no security at night on campus. The Tribal Police are 
located one block from the campus, and can be called to 
patrol the area on a request basis; however, a Night Guard 
would provide security for the night shift inside the 
buildings and on campus.
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Chapter 8 
Budget Projections 
Funding for the dormitory program is generated under 
the Indian School Equalization Program (ISEP) of the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs. A formula is used which is based on the 
number of eligible Indian students in attendance in the 
dormitory during 'count' week. Count week is a one week 
period designated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for 
purposed of counting students under the funding formula.
The formula has a general established value, which varies 
from year to year, with weighted variables for different 
grades and programs. Grades one through three receive 1.40 
of the funding per student, and grades four through twelve 
receive 1.25 of a share. Both the IRG and ECR programs are 
funded at .50 of a share (ISEP 1995). After the count is 
verified, the funding is available for the start of the 
federal fiscal year in October.
The budget for a therapeutic dormitory program is 
projected using an ISEP figure of $2850 per student 
(Farlee, C., personal communication, April 29, 1 9 9 6 ) in 
the regular program, and $1425 per student eligible under 
the IRG and ECR programs. At 120 students, with 30 students 
in grades one through three, the dormitory budget would be 
approximately $440,325 for the academic year. If the IRG 
student count is increased to sixty percent of the dormitory 
student body or 72 students, that budget would be
45
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approximately $102,600. The ECR budget would be very small. 
It is projected that there would be from five to ten ECR 
students the first year of the program, which would generate 
from $7,125 to $14,425. Total budget for the dormitory 
program would be between $550,000 and $557,300. The funding 
requirements are separate for each program so the funding 
would not be co-mingled into one budget.
There are twelve Homeliving Assistants, two Dormitory 
Managers, and one Counselor under the current staffing for 
the dormitory. The current salaries total approximately 
$389,500. With five percent cost of living and overtime 
added to this figure, salaries for next year would be 
approximately $409,000. The salaries for staff positions 
would increase by two and a half positions: Two Homeliving
Assistant positions, and one half clerical position, for a 
budget increase of $53,500, or a total salary for next year 
of $462,500.
There would be two and a half new positions added in 
the IRG Program, for a budget increase of $61,000. The IRG 
salaries are currently approximately $45,000. With a five 
percent increase, the salaries for next year would be 
approximately $108,250. The increase would bring the 
salaries for next year to $108,250. By adding an IRG budget 
of $15,000 for expenses, the IRG program budget would be 
$123,250.
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The following dormitory budget is based on the
budget :
Communications $1,000
Materials and Supplies 30,000
Equipment 34,000
Services 6,000
Travel/Training 5,000
Student Trips 3,500
Counselor 2, 000
Total: 81,500
This figure, added to the projected salaries, brings the 
overall projected need to $543,975 for next year.
This review of the cost of the recommended therapeutic 
plan plainly shows that it cannot be funded with an ISEP 
amount of $2850 per eligible student. A closer look at the 
regular staff indicates that even without adding any 
additional positions, the salary line item would be 
$409,000. This would leave approximately $31,000 for the 
remaining dormitory budget. With the recommended new staff 
positions, there would be a deficit of approximately 
$104,000. It is obvious that funding a therapeutic 
dormitory program under the current ISEP formula will be a 
challenge. It is recommended that the school board consider 
seeking other funding sources to fund the program.
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions
The needs of the dormitory student body have changed 
over the years, and this report proposes a therapeutic plan 
to address the needs of today's students. The four 
components, a) adopting Reality Therapy as the base for a 
therapeutic program, b) staff training in parenting and 
communication skills, c) implementing a social skills 
component in the dormitory, and d) implementing a parent 
involvement component are recommended to the 95-561 School 
Board for their consideration.
The change is really one of program philosophy and 
goals. The dormitory mission statement must go from a 
housing program to a therapeutic progrsun. The current 
dormitory program is very good at housing students but the 
students need more than just a place to stay and someone to 
supervise them. The Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School dormitory 
program requires a substantial change in how the staff view 
themselves. They must develop a willingness to become 
professional child care workers charged with helping 
students become responsible world citizens.
Not only must the staff see themselves differently, 
there must be a structured program based on consistent 
elements that can make a difference in the student's lives. 
Reality Therapy methods and parenting skills training can do 
this, as can the development on an ITP for each student and
48
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better communications between students, staff, and parents.
To facilitate the therapeutic program, lower 
staff/student ratios are recommended, and this can be 
partially accomplished by increasing the number of staff in 
the regular program as well as the IRG Program. The 
addition of a clerical position and a trainee position from 
the tribal programs, would be the greatest time-saver for 
the program.
Accepting the therapeutic program will be a challenge 
for the administration and the school board, because it will 
fall on them to stand firm during the time of change.
Change is not comfortable; everyone must be committed to 
going through hard times to really transform the program.
A strong challenge to the proposed program is the 
funding issue. With a current ISEP funding formula, funds 
are not available to cover the current budget. The school 
board will need to consider what other funding might be 
possible. One possibility may be for the school board and 
the tribe to lobby for a portion of the money that funds 
off-reservation therapeutic boarding schools.
The school board is faced with tough questions that 
will challenge them to seek creative solutions to the 
dormitory program. Yet, the well-being of the youth and 
children who attend the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School 
dormitories requires that these challenges be met.
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End Notes
^Lee, I., personal communication, April 17, 1996. 
lone V. Lee is an elder from the Eagle Butte community. She 
was in the third graduating class of the Cheyenne River 
Boarding School in 1940.
^B. Miller, B., personal communication, April 17, 1996. 
Bonnie Miller was a former teacher in LaPlant. Her husband. 
Buck Miller, attended high school in Ridgeview.
^Condon, H., personal communication, April 30, 1996. 
Harold Condon is a counselor at the Takini School, and is 
involved in Indian education across the reservation.
^McCrea, C., personal communication, April 30, 1996. 
Cynthia McCrea is the School Supervisor for the 
Cheyenne-Eagle School.
^Marshall, M. L., personal communication. May 1, 1996. 
Mary L. Marshall is the Girls Dormitory Manager for the 
Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School Dormitory Program.
^Marshall, M. L ., personal communication. May 2, 1996. 
Mary L. Marshall is the supervisor for half of the staff at 
the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte Dormitory.
^Marcelle, E., personal communication, February, 1996. 
Earl Marcelle has been a staff member at the Cheyenne-Eagle 
Butte School Dormitory Program for 20 years. He took part 
in all of the Reality Therapy training offered to the school 
staff.
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®Kludt, J., personal communication. May 3, 1996.
Jody Kludt is the Assistant Director of the Sacred Heart 
Center in Eagle Butte, and manages the Koskolika Oti and 
Wikoskolika Oti group homes. They use Reality Therapy as 
their program approach in the group homes.
^Kludt, J., personal communication. May 3, 1996. Same 
as above.
^^Farlee, C., personal communication, April 29, 1996). 
Dr. Cherrie Farlee is the Line Officer for Education for the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Cheyenne River Agency. She is 
responsible for all of the BIA education programs at 
Cheyenne River.
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Appendix A
Special Needs of Dormitory Students at the Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School
Special Needs Big Boys Big Girls Little Boys Little Girls Total
Number in Dorm 57 63 39 53 212
Single Parent 6/11% 9/14% 13/33% 28/53% 56/26%
Grief 15/26% 21/33% 8/21% 11/21% 55/26%
Guardian 2/4% 21/33% 7/18% 7/13% 42/20%
Divorce 7/12% 7/11% 10/26% 16/30% 40/19%
Exceptional Education 13/23% 5/8% 7/18% 12/23% 37/17%
Alcohol/Drugs 6/11% 14/22% 1/0% 0/0% 21/10%
Court/Probation 7/12% 9/14% 2/5% 0/0% 18/8%
Social Services 1/1% 5/1% 3/1% 4/1% 13/6%
Missed 20+ School Days 7/12% 2/0% 1/0% 1/0% 11/5%
Suspended from School 4/1% 4/1% 2/1% 0/0% 10/5%
Academic Problems 3/1% 7/1% 0/0% 0/0% 10/5%
Suicide issues 5/1% 5/1% 0/0% 0/0% 10/5%
FAS/FAE/ADHD/Handicapped 0/0% 4/1% 3/1% 1/0% 8/8%
Adopted 1/0% ' 2/0% 3/1% 1/0% 7/3%
Sexual Abuse 0/0% 2/0% 3/1% 1/0% 6/3%
(Source: Dormitory Counselor Report, 1996)
Appendix B 
Social Skills Rating Forms 
Social Skills Questionnaire, Grades K-6, Teacher Form, 
Elementary Level (Form: TE)
Social Skills Questionnaire, Grades 3-6, Student Form, 
Elementary Level (Form: SE)
Social Skills Questionnaire, Grades K-6, Parent Form, 
Elementary Level, (Form: PE)
Social Skills Questionnaire, Grades 7-12, Teacher Form 
Secondary Level, (Form: TS)
Social Skills questionnaire. Grades 7-12, Student Form, 
Secondary Level, (Form: SS)
Social Skills Questionnaire, Grades 7-12, Parent Form, 
Secondary Level, (Form: PS)
Assessment-Intervention Record, (Form; AIR)
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Frank M. Gresham and Stephen N. Elliott
This questionnaire is designed to measure how often a student exhibits certain social skills and
how Important those skills are for success in your dassroom. Ratings of problem behaviors and academic
competence are also requested. First, complete the information about the student and yourself.
c-
Student's name Date
First
School
Middle Last
Citv
Month Day Year
State
Grade Birth date Sex: [H Female EH Male
Month Day Year
Ethnic group (optional)
□  Asian O  Indian (Native American)
C ] Black EH WhiteEH Hispanic n  Other
Is this student handicapped? □  Yes □  No
if handicapped, this student is classified as:
EH Learning-disaèled EH Mentally handicapped
EH Behavior-disordered EH Other handicap (specify)
Teacher's name
FifSt
Sex: Q  Female Q  Male
Middle Last
What Is your assignment?
□  Regular Q  Resource □  Self-contained □  Otiier (specify).
©  1990, American Guidance Service. Inc., Publishers' Building, Circle Pines, MN 55014-1796
AM rights reserved No part of this Questionnaire may be photocopied or ottierwise leproduoed.This Questionnaire was printed in two colors.
A 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 1
Form: TE
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Next, read each item on pages 2 and 3 (items 1 - 48) and think about this student’s behavior during the past 
month or two. Decide how often the student does the behavior described.
If the student never does this behavior, circle the 0.
If the student sometimes does this behavior, circle the 1.
If the student very often does this behavior, circle the 2.
For items 1 - 30, you should also rate how important each of these behaviors is for success in your classroom.
If the behavior is not important for success in your classroom, circle the 0.
If the behavior is important for success in your classroom, circle the 1.
If the behavior is critical for success in your classroom, circle the 2.
Here are two examples;
Never
How
Often?
Sometimes
Very
Often
How
Important?
Not
important knpoitant Critical
Shows empathy for peers. 0 1 6) 0 Q )  2
Asks questions of you when unsure of what to 
do in schoolwork. 0 Q 2 0 1 ®
This student very often shows empathy for classmates. Also, this student sometimes asks questions 
when unsure of schoolwork. This teacher thinks that showing empathy is important for success in his or 
her classroom aruf that asking questions is critical for success.
Please do not skip any items. In some cases you may not have observed the student perform a particular 
behavior. Make an estimate of the degree to which you think the student would probably perform that behavior.
FOR OFFICE USE 
ONLY 
HowOIMn?
:L..-ciA: Ski-'n
Never
Often?
Very
Important?
Not
C A S Sometimte Often Importent important Critical
1. Controls temper in conflict situations with peers. 0 1 2 0  1 2
2. introduces herself or himself to new people witftout 
being told. 0 1 2 0  1 2
3. Appropriately questions rules tfiat may be unfair. 0 1 2 0  1 2
4. Compromises in conflict situations by changing own 
ideas to reach agreement. 0 1 2 0  1 2
5. Responds appropriately to peer pressure. 0 1 2 0  1 2
6. Says nice things about himself or herself when 
appropriate. 0 1 2 0  1 2
7. Invites others to join in activities. 0 1 2 0  1 2
a. Uses free time in an acceptable way. 0 1 2 0  1 2
9. Finishes class assignments within time limits. 0 1 2 0  1 2
1 0 . Makes friends easily. 0 1 2 0  1 2
11. Responds appropriately to teasing by peers. 0 1 2 0  1 2
12. Controls temper in conflict situations with adults. 0 1 2 0  1 2
13. Receives criticism well. 0 1 2 0  1 2
14. Initiates conversations with peers. 0 1 2 0  1 .2
15. Uses time appropriately while waiting for help. 0 2 0  1 2
16. Produces correct schoolwork. 0 1 2 0  1 2
C A S SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
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FOR OFFICE USE 
ONLY 
How Often?
'
Never
n u w
Often?
Very Not
1 1UW
Important?
c A S Sometimes Often important important Critical
17. Appropriately tells you when he or she thinks you 
have treated him or her unfairly. 0 1 2 0 1 2
18. Accepts peers' ideas for group activities. 0 1 2 0 1 2
19. Gives compliments to peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2
20. Follows your directions. 0 1 2 0 1 2
21. Puts work materials or school property away. 0 1 2 0 1 2
22. Cooperates with peers without prompting. 0 1 2 0 1 2
23. Volunteers to help peers with classroom tasks. 0 1 2 0 1 2
24. Joins ongoing activity or group without being told 
to do so. 0 1 2 0 1 2
25. Responds appropriately when pushed or hit by 
other children. 0 1 2 0 1 2
26. Ignores peer distractions when doing class work. 0 1 2 0 1 2
27. Keeps desk clean and neat without being reminded. 0 1 2 0 1 2
28. Attends to your instructions. 0 1 2 0 1 2
29. Easily makes transition from one classroom activity 
to another. 0 1 2 0 1 2
30. Gets along with people who are different. 0 1 2 0 1 2
0 A S SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
How
FOR OFFICE USE 
ONLY 
HowOIMn?
L'-. O r s Often?
Sometimes
Very
OftenE 1 H Never
Do not make31. Fights with others. 0 1 2
32. Has low self-esteem. 0 1 2 importance ratings
33. Threatens or bullies others. 0 1 2 for items 31 - 48
34. Appears lonely. 0 1 2
35. Is easily distracted. 0 1 2
36. Interrupts conversations of others. 0 1 2
37. Distuibs ongoing activities. 0 1 2
38. Shows anxiety about being with a group of children. 0 1 2
39. Is easily emttarrassed. 0 1 2
40. Doesn’t listen to what others say. 0 1 2
41. Argues with others. 0 1 2
42, Talks back to adults when corrected. 0 1 2
43. Gets angry easily. 0 1 2
.44. Has temper tantrums. 0 1 2
• 45. Ukes to be alone. 0 . 1 2
46. Acts sad or depressed. 0 1 2
47. Acts impulsively. 0 1 2 Go on to
48. Fidgets or moves excessively. 0 1 2 Page 4.
E 1 H SUMS OF MOW OFTEN COLUMNS
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The next nine Items require your judgments of this student's academic or learning behaviors as observed in your class­
room. Compare the student with other children who are in the same classroom.
Rate all items using a scale of 1 to 5. Circle tfte number that best represents your judgment. The number 1 indicates the 
lowest or least favorable performance, placing the student in the lowest 10% of the class. Number 5 indicates the highest 
or most favorable performance, placing the student in the highest 10% compared with other students in the classroom.
FOR
OFFtCE
USE
ONLY
Lowest Next Lowest 
10% 20%
Middle
40%
Next Higtiest 
20%
Higtiest
10%
49. Compared with other children in my classroom, the 
overall academic performance of this child is; 1 2 3 4 5
50. in reading, how does this.child compare with 
otfier students? 1 2 3 4 5
51. In mathematics, how does this child compare 
with other students? 1 2 3 4 5
52. In terms of grade-level expectations, this child's 
skills in reading are; 1 2 3 4 5
53. in terms of grade-level expectations, this child's 
skills in mathematics are; 1 2 3 4 5
54. This child's overall motivation to succeed 
academically is; 1 2 3 4 5
55. This child's parental encouragement to succeed 
academically is; 1 2 3 4 5
56. Compared with other children in my classroom 
this child's intellectual functioning is; 1 2 3 4 5
57. Compared with other children in my classroom 
this child's overall classroom behavior is; 1 2 3 4 5
AC SUM OF COLUMN Stop. PleasB check to be sure all Hems have t>een marked
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
SUMMARY
SOCIAL SKILLS PROBLEM BEHAVIORS ACADEMIC COMPETENCE
HOW OFTEN? 
TOTAL
(•umt («uns tam (ramP-2)
Total 
(C + A + S)
BEHAVIOR 
LEVEL 
(SM AppemOt A) 
Fowof Aootaoo MOT*
Standard
Score
(see AppemSx B)
Ml
Rank
(seeAppemSxE)
I I Confidenca Laval'
SEm [± _____I 6 $ % Q  95% Q
HOW OFTEN?
TOTAL 
(sums from page 3)
E
1
H
Total 
(E ♦ 1 + H)
BEHAVIOR 
LEVEL 
(sea Appendix A) 
FewerAverage More
(see Appendix B)
Standard
Score
Percentile
Rank
SEM
(see Appendix E)
 -------- 1 ConHdenoe Lierai
68% Q  95% Q
RATING 
TOTAL 
(sum from page 4)
COMPETENCE 
LEVEL 
(see Appendix A) 
Bakm Averape Above
Total
AC
Standard
Score
(see Appendix B) □ PercentileFlank
SEM ±
(see Appendix E)
Confidence Laval 
6 8 % Q  95% Q
Confidence Confidence Confidence
Band to Band to Band to(standard scores) (standard scores) (standard scores)
Norms used; □  Handicapped □  Nonhandicapped
Note: To olMain a detailed analysis of this studenrs Social Skills strengths and weaknesses, complete the Assessment Intervention Record.
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Rating System Grades 3-6Social Skills Questionnaire
Frank M. Gresham and Stephen N. Elliott
Directions
First write the information about yourself in the box below. Then turn to page 2.
Student Information
Name
First Middle Last
□  Boy □  Girl Today’s date
Month Day Year
Grade Age Birth date
Month Day Year
School
Teacher's name
A6S ©  1990, American Guidance Service. Inc., Publishers' Building. Circle Pines, MN 55014-1796
AM righls rasanwd. N o  pan o( I t iis  O iM S lig n n a if»  may ba ptMMooopiad gc Q llw n n s a  rapraduoad.This Q u e s tia n n a ira  w a s  printed in tw o  ootars.
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Social Skills (cent.) How Often?
| m m is ! Never Sometimes Very Often
0 15. 1 listen to adults when they are talking with me. 0 1 20 i 16. 1 show that 1 like compliments or praise from friends. 0 1 2
17. 1 listen to my friends when they talk about problems they 
are having. 0 1 21 S ■: 18. 1 avoid doing things with others that may get me in trouble vnth adults. 0 1 2% 1 19. 1 end fights with my parents calmly. 0 1 2
m 1 20. 1 say nice things to others when they have done something well. 0 1 2
•iV. 21. 1 listen to the teacher when a lesson is being taught. 0 1 2
22. 1 finish classroom work on time. 0 1 2¥ * 23. I start talks with class members. 0 1 2
f 1 M 24. 1 tell adults when they have done something for me that 1 like. 0 1 2
ft 25. 1 follow the teacher’s directions. 0 1 20 I I 26. 1 try to understand how my friends feel when they are angry, upset, or sad. 0 1 2
27. 1 ask friends for help with my problems. 0 1 2
28. 1 ignore other children when they tease me or call 
me names. 0 1 2
29. 1 accept people who are different. 0 1 2# 30. 1 use my free time in a good way. 0 1 2
31. 1 ask classmates to join in an activity or game. 0 1 2
32. 1 use a nice tone of voice in classroom discussions. 0 1 21 33. 1 ask adults for help when other children try to hit me or push me around. 0 1 2i I 34. 1 talk things over with classmates when there is a problem or an argument. 0 1 2
c A E s SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS Stop. Plcasc chcck to to  sufc thst all Items have been marked.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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SUMMARY
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Rating System Grades K-6Social Skills Questionnaire
Frank M. Gresham and Stephen N. Elliott
Directions
This questionnaire is designed to measure how often your child exhibits certain social skills and
how important those skills are to your child's development. Ratings of problem behaviors are also requested.
First, complete the information about your child and yourself.
Student Inform ation
Name Date
First MttTdle Last
School Citv
Month Day Year
State
Grade Birth date 
Teacher's name
Month Day Year
Sex: O  Female O  Male
Ethnic group (optional)
□  Asian 1_1 Indian (Native American)
□  Black □  White
□  Hispanic □  Other
How many brothers and sisters does this child have at home?
□  None O l O  2 D  3 or more
Parent Inform ation
Name Teleohone
First Mitldle
Address
Last
Citv State
Sex: O  Female D  Male
How are you related to this child?
D  Mother □  Guardian
□  Father O  Other '
-
M 3 S ©  1990, American Guidance Service, Inc., Publishers' Building, Circle Pines, MN 55014-1796
M  rights f ssrvad. No pan ol this Quaslionnaira may be photocopied or othetwise reptoduoed.This Questionnaire was printed in Mvo colors. 
A 10 9 8 7 6 S 4 3  '
Form; PE
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Next, read each item on pages 2-4 (items 1-55) and think about your child's present behavior. Decide how often 
your child does the t>ehavior described.
If your child never does this behavior, circle the 0.
If your child sometimes does this behavior, circle the 1.
If your child very often does this behavior, circle the 2.
For items 1-38, you should also rate how important each of these behaviors is for your child's development.
If it is not important for your child's development, circle the 0.
If it is important for your child's development, circle the 1.
If it is critical for your child's development, circle the 2.
Here are two examples :
How
Often?
How
Important?
Never SonwtiiMs
Very
Often
Not
Importent Important Critical
Shows a sense of humor. 0 1 (S) 0 (1) 2
Answers the phone appropriately. 1 2 0 1
This parent thought that the child very often showed a sense of humor and that showing a sense of humor 
was important to the child's development. This parent also thought that the child never answered the 
phone appropriately and that answering the phone appropriately was critical to the child's development
There are no right or wrong answers. You may take as much time as you like. 
Please do not skip any items.
FOR OFFICE USE 
ONLY 
HewOMwiT
Social Skills
n u w
Often?
Veiy Not
n v iw
Important?
C A R s Never Sometimes Often . Importanl important Critical
1 . Uses free time at home in an acceptable way. 0 1 2 0 1 2
2 . Keeps room dean and neat without being reminded. 0 1 2  : 0 1 2
3. Speaks in an appropriate tone of voice at home. 0 1 2 0 1 2
4. Joins group activities without being told to. 0 1 2 0 1 2
5. Introduces herself or himself to new people without 
being told. 0 1 2 i 0 1 2
•£ ■* ■ 6. Responds appropriately when hit or pushed by 
other children. 0 1 2  . 0 1 2
7. Asks sales clerks for information or assistance. 0 1 2  ‘ 0 1 2
8. Attends to speakers at meetings such as in church or 
youth grouf^. 0 2 0 1 2
9. Politely refuses unreasonable requests from others. 0 1 2 0 1 2
1 0 . Invites others to your home. 0 1 2  ■ 0 1 2
- ■
1 1 . Congratulates family memt)ers on accomplishments. 0 1 2 0 1 2
K g jjrr- 12. Makes friends easily. 0 1 2 i 0 1 2
ï«-.;
13: Shows interest in a variety of thii^s. 0 1 2  ; 0 r  2
14. Avoids situations that are likely to result in trouble. 0 1 2 0 1 2
15. Puts away toys or other household property. 0 1 2 0 1 2
16. Volunteers to help family members with tasks. 0 1 2 0 1 2
c A R S SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
1
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, 'HowOtlw t?.'
Social Skills (cent.) Often?
Very
Important?
Not
c A R s Never Sometimes Olien Important important Critical
17. Receives criticism well. 0 1 2 0 1 2
18. Answers the phone appropriately. 0 1 2 0 1 2
19. Helps you with household tasks witfiout being asked. 0 1 2 0 1 2
20. Appropriately questions household rules that may 
be unfair. 0 1 2 0 1 2
21. Attempts household tasks before asking for your help. 0 1 2 0 1 2
22. Controls temper when arguing with other children. 0 1 2 0 1 2
23. Is liked by others. 0 1 2 0 1 2
24. Starts conversations rather than waiting for others 
to talk first. 0 1 2 0 1 2
25. Ends disagreements with you calmly. 0 1 2 0 1 2
26. Controls temper in conflict situations with you. 0 1 2 0 1 2
27. Gives compliments to friends or other children in 
the family. 0 1 2 0 1 2
28. Completes household tasks within a reasonable time. 0 1 2 0 1 2
29. Asks permission before using another family 
member's property. 0 1 2 0 1 2
30. is self-confident in social situations such as parties or 
group outings. 0 1 2 0 1 2
31. Requests permission before leaving the house. 0 1 2 0 1 2
32. Responds appropriately to teasing from friends or 
relatives of his or her own age. 0 1 2 0 1 2
33. Uses time appropriately while waiting for your help 
with homework or some other task. 0 1 2 ■ 0 1 2
34. Accepts friends' ideas for playing. 0 1 2 0 1 2
35. Easily changes from one activity to another. 0 1 2 0 1 2
36. Cooperates with family memt>ers without being 
asked to do so. 0 1 2 0 1 2
37. Acknowledges compliments or praise from friends. 0 1 2 0 1 2
38. Reports accidents to appropriate persons. 0 1 2 .. 0 1 2
c A R S SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
Go on to 
Page 4. *
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FOR OFFICE USE
n ,^ ::O N L Y fT ;t 
' - HowOIMn?'
P rob lem  B ehaviors Often?
Sometimes
Very
OftenE' 1 H Never
. ; /  V 39. Fights with others. 0 1 2
40. Acts sad or depressed. 0 1 2
41. Appçars lonely. 0 1 2
42. Has low self-esteem. 0 1 2
43. Threatens or bullies others. 0 1 2
- 44. Disturbs ongoing activities. 0 1 2
45. Shows anxiety about being with a group of children. 0 2
46. Argues with others. 0 1 2
47. Fidgets or moves excessively. 0 1 2
48. Disobeys rules or requests. 0 1 2
49. Talks back to adults when corrected. 0 1 2
, • ‘ 50. Acts impulsively. 0 1 2
' '.  $ 51. Doesn’t listen to what others say. 0 1 2
52. Is easily embarrassed. 0 1 2
r': . . 53. Is easily distracted. 0 1 2
54. Gets angry easily. 0 1 2
55. Has temper tantrums. 0 1 2
E 1 H SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS Stop. PloBse ch»clc to bo suTR sll Itoms have been marked.
Do not make 
importance ratings 
for items 39 - 55
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Frank M. Gresham and Stephen N, Elliott
This questionnaire is designed to measure how often a student exhibits certain social skills and
how important those skills are for success in your classroom. Ratings of problem behaviors and academic
competence are also requested. First, complete the information atx>ut the student and yourself.
Student's name Date
First
School
Middle Last Monti) Day Year
Citv State
Grade Birth date Sex: F I Female E l Male
Month Day Year
Ethnic group (optional)
n  Asian [_] Indian (Native American)
□  Black □  White
LJ Hispanic F I Other
Is this student handicapped? EU Yes EU No
If handicapped, this student is classified as:
CH Learning-disabled [U  Mentally handicapped
EU Behavior-disordered 1 1 Other handicao (soecifv)
Teacher's name Sex: [Uj Female EU Male
First Middle Last
What is your assignment?
n  Reaular F I Resource F I Self-contained F I Other (soedfv)
©  1990, American Guidance Seivice, Inc., Publishers' Building. Circle Pines, MN 55014-1796 
M  tights rtHMtrvad. No part of this Questionriaire may bo phmooopiad or othorwiso raptoduced .This Quesbonnaira was printad in two Wots. 
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Next, read each item on pages 2 and 3 (items 1 - 42) and think about this student's behavior during the past 
month or two. Decide how often the student does the behavior described.
If the student never does this behavior, circle the 0.
If the student sometimes does this behavior, circle the 1.
If the student very often does this behavior, circle the 2.
For items 1 - 30, you should also rate how important each of these behaviors is for success in your classroom.
If the behavior is not important for success in your classroom, circle the 0 
If the behavior is important for success in your classroom, circle the 1.
If the behavior is critical for success in your classroom, circle the 2.
Here are two examples:
Never
How
Often?
Sometimes
Very
Often
How
Important?
Not
Important Important Critical
Shows empathy for peers. 0 1 CD. 0  ( D  2
Asks questions of you when unsure of what to 
do in schoolwork. 0 CO 2 0  1 ®
This student very often shows empathy for classmates. Also, this student sometimes asks questions 
when unsure of schoolwork. This teacher thinks that showing empathy is important for success in his or 
her classroom and that asking questions is critical for success.
Please do not skip any items. In some cases you may not have observed the student perform a particular 
behavior. Make an estimate of the degree to which you think the student would probably perform that behavior.
FOR OFFICE USE 
ONLY 
HowOIMn?
Social Skills Often?
Very
Important?
Not
c A s Nmwr Sometimes Often important important cntkat
1. Produces correct schoolwork. 0 1 2 0  1 2
2 . Keeps his or her work area dean without 
being reminded. 0 1 2 0  1 2
3. Responds appropriately to physical aggression 
from peers. 0 1 2 0  1 2
4. Initiates conversations with peers. 0 1 2 0  1 2
5. Volunteers to help peers on classroom tasks. .0 1 2 0  1 2
6 . Politely refuses unreasonable requests from others. 0 1 2 0  1 2
7. Appropriately questions rules that may be unfair. 0 1 2 0  1 2
8. Responds appropriately to teasing by peers. 0 1 2 0  1 2
9. Accepts peers' ideas for group activities. 0 1 2 0  1 2
10. Appropriately expresses feelings when wronged. 0 1 2 0  1 2
11. Receives critidsm well. 0 1 2 0  1 2
12. Attends to your instructions. 0 1 2 0  1 2
13. Uses time appropriately while waiting for your help. 0 1 2 0  1 2
14. introduces himself or herself to new people without 
■ being told to. 0 1
: ; 
2 o' 1 2
15. Compromises in conflict situations by changing 
own ideas to reach agreement. 0 1 2 0  1 2
C A s SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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HowOttan?
How
Often?
Very Not
How
Important?
C A s Never Sometimes Often Important Important Critical
16. Acknowledges compliments or praise from peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2
17. Easily makes transition from one classroom 
activity to another. 0 1 2 0 1 2
18. Controls temper in conflict situations with peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2
19. Finishes class assignments within time limits. 0 1 2 0 1 2
20. Listens to classmates when they present their 
work or ideas. 0 1 2 0 1 2
21. Appears confident in social interactions with 
opposite sex peers. 0 1 2 0 1 2
22. Inwtes others to join in activities. 0 1 2 0 1 2
23. Controls temper in conflict situations with adults. 0 1 2 0 1 2
24. Ignores peer distractions when doing class work. 0 1 2 0 1 2
25. Stands up for peers when they have been 
unfairly criticized. 0 1 2 0 1 2
26. Puts work materials or school property away. 0 1 2 0 1 2
27. Appropriately tells you when he or she thinks you 
have treated him or her unfairly. 0 1 2 0 1 2
28. Gives compliments to members of the opposite sex. 0 1 2 0 1 2
29. Complies with your directions. 0 1 2 0 1 2
30. Responds appropriately to peer pressure. 0 1 2 0 1 2
C A s SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
FOn OFFICE 
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HowOlten?
Problem Behaviors Often?
Very
E 1 Never Sometimes Often
31. Likes to be alone. 0 1 2
32. Fights vwth others. 0 1 2
33. Is easily embarrassed. 0 1 2
34. Argues with others. 0 1 2
35. Threatens or bullies others. 0 1 2
36. Talks back to adults when corrected. 0 1 2
37. Has temper tantrums. 0 1 2
38. Appears lonely. 0 1 2
39. Gets angry easily. 0 1 2
40. Shows anxiety atx)ut being with a group of children. 0 1 2
41. Acts sad or. depressed; 0 2
42. Has low self-esteem. 0 1 2
E 1 SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
Do not make 
importance ratings 
for items 31 -4 2
Go on to 
Page 4. i
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The next nine items require your judgments of this student's academic or learning behaviors as observed in your class­
room. Compare the student with other children who are in the same classroom.
Rate all items using a scale of 1 to 5. Circle the number that best represents your judgment. The number 1 indicates the 
lowest or least favorable performance, placing the student in the lowest 10% of the class. Number 5 indicates the highest 
or most favorable performance, placing the student in the highest 10% compared with other students in the classroom.
FOR
OFFICE
USE
ONLY
Lowest Next Lowest 
10% 20%
Middle
40%
Next Highest 
20%
Highest
10%
43. Compared with other children in my classroom, the 
overall academic performance of this child is: 1 2 3 4 5
44. In reading, how does this child compare with 
other students? 1 2 3 4 5
45. In mathematics, how does this child compare 
with other students? 1 2 ' 3 4 5
46. In terms of grade-level expectations, this child's 
skills in reading are: 1 2 3 4 5
47. In terms of grade-level expectations, this child's 
skills in mathematics are: 1 2 3 4 5
48. This child's overall motivation to succeed 
academically is: 1 2 3 4 5
49. This child's parental encouragement to succeed 
academically is: 1 2 3 4 5
50. Compared with otfter children in my classroom 
this child's intellectual functioning is: 1 2 3 4 5
51. Compared with other children in my classroom 
this child's overall classroom behavior is: 1 2 3 4 5
AC SUM OF COLUMN Stop. Plesse check to be sure all items have been marked.
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SUMMARY
SOCIAL SKILLS PROBLEM BEHAVIORS ACADEMIC COMPETENCE
HOW OFTEN? 
TOTAL
P  *  P 3)
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A * -
S ♦ -
Total
(C ♦ A ♦ S)
BEHAVIOR 
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(see Appendix A) 
Fmtm  Avrppe Mow
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E
1
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BEHAVIOR 
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(see AppenOx A) 
Fe#er Avefane Meta
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(sum from page 4)
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AC
COMPETENCE 
LEVEL 
(see Appendix AJ 
Below Avereae Above
(see Appendix B)
Standaid
Score
seu
Percentile
Rank
(see Appendix B)
Standard I | Percentile 
Score Rank
Standard
Score
(see Appendix B} 
□ Percentile I  Rank
(see Appendix E)
Confidence Level
6 8 % 0  95% Q SEM ±
(see Appendix E).
Confidence Level 
6 8 % D  95% □ S E M i l
(seeAppenOxE)
Confidence* Level 
6 8 % D  95% □
Confidence Confidence Confidence
Band to Band to Band to(standard scores) (standard scores) (standard scores)
Hole: To obtain a detailed analysts of this student's Social Skills strengths and weaknesses, complete the Assessmem-lnteivention Record.
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Cocicil
Rating System Grades 7-12Social Skills Questionnaire
Frank M. Gresham and Stephen N. Elliott
Directions
First write the information about yourself in the box below. Then turn to page 2.
Student Information
Name
First Middle Last
I iMale 1 1 Female Today’s date
Month Day Year
Grade Age Birth date
Month Day Year
School
Teacher's name
A6S €> 1990. Amencan Guidance Service, Inc.. Publishers' Building, Circle Pines. MN 55014-1796
A* rigMs tw tvd . No pan ot this QuaaMnnaira may be pboiocopaad or oitiarwiso loproduoed.This Quastionnaifa was primed in Iwo colors.
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This paper lists a lot of things that students your age may do. Please read each sentence and think about 
yourself. Decide how often you do the behavior described.
If you never do this behavior, circle the 0.
If you sometimes do this behavior, circle the 1.
If you very often do this behavior, circle the 2.
Then, decide how important the behavior is to your relationships with others.
If it is not important to your relationships, circle the 0.
If it is important to your relationships, circle the 1.
If it is critical to your relationships, circle the 2.
Here are two examples:
How 
Often?
Never Sometimes
How 
Important?
Very
Often
Not
Important Important Critieal
1 start conversations with classmates. 0 1 0 m 0 © 2
1 keep my desk clean and neat. 0 0 2 1 2
This student very often starts conversations with classmates, and starting conversations with classmates is 
important to this student. This student sometimes keeps his or her desk clean and neat but a clean and 
neat desk is not important to this student.
If you change an answer, be sure to erase completely. Please answer all questions. When you are finished, 
wait for further directions from your teacher. Be sure to ask questions if you do not know what to do. There 
are no right or wrong answers, just your feelings of how often you do these things and how important they 
are to you.
Begin working when told to do so.
|;R»OFFIC6̂ te Social Skills
II
How
Often?
Never Sometimes
Very
Often
Not
How
Important?
I Important Important Critical
1. I make friends easily.
2. I say nice things to others when they have done 
something well.
II•sa
I ask adults for help when other children try to hit me 
or push me around.
4. I am confident on dates.
I try to understand how my friends feel when they are 
angry, upset, or sad.
6. I listen to adults when they are talking with me.
I ignore other children when they tease me or call 
me names.
8. I ask friends for help with my problems.
9. I ask before using other people's things
10. 1 disagree With adults without fighting or arguing. 0 2 1  0 2
11. 1 avoid doing things with others that may get me in 
trouble with adults. 0 2 1  0 2
# 12. 1 feel sorry for others when bad things happen to them. 0 2 B  0 2
c A E s SUMS O f HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
2
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Social Skills (cent.)
How 
Often?
Very
N ew  Sometimes Often I
How
Important?
Not
Important Important Critical
13. I do my homework on time.
14. I keep my desk clean and neat.
15. I do nice things for my parents like helping with 
household chores without being asked.
16. I am active in school activities such as sports or clubs.
17. I finish classroom work on time.
18. I compromise with parents or teachers when we have 
disagreements. “
19. I ignore classmates who are clowning around in class.
w 20. I ask someone I like for a date.
21. I listen to my friends when they talk atx)ut problems 
they are having.
22. I end fights with my parents calmly.
23. I give compliments to members of the opposite sex.
m 24. I tell other people when they have done something well. 0
25. I smile, wave, or nod at others.
26. I start conversations with opposite-sex friends without 
feeling uneasy or nervous.
27. I accept punishment from adults without getting mad.
28. I let friends know I like them by telling or showing them. 0
29. I stand up for my friends when they have t>een 
unfairly criticized.
30. I invite others to join in social activities.
31. I use my free time in a good way.
32. I control my temper when people are angry with me.
33. I get the attention of members of the opposite sex 
without feeling embarrassed.
34. I take criticism from my parents without getting angry.
35. I follow the teacher's directions.
36. I use a nice tone of voice in classroom discussions.
37. I ask friends to do favors for me.
38. I start talks with classroom memt>ers.
- 0
39. I talk things over with classmates when there is a 
problem or an argument.
SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS Stop. Please check to be sure ail Items have been marked.
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Rating System Grades 7 12Social Skills Questionnaire
Frank M. Gresham and Stephen N. Elliott
Directions
This questionnaire is designed to measure how often your child exhibits certain social skills and
how important those skills are to your child's development. Ratings of problem behaviors are also requested.
First, complete the information about your child and yourself.
Student information
Name Date
First
School
Middle Last
Citv
Month Day Year
State
Grade Birth date Sex: □Female □  Male
Teacher's name
Month Day Year
Ethnic group (optional)
□  Asian LJ Indian (Native American)
□  Black i 1 White
□  Hispanic n  Other
How many brothers and sisters does this child have at home?
□  None □  1 □  2 Q  3 or more
Parent Information
Name Teleohone
First Middle
Address
Last
Citv State
Sex: □  Female □  Male
How are you related to this child?
□  Mother □  Guardian
; □  Father n  other
A6S © 1990. American Guidance Service, Inc.. Publishers' Building. Circle Pines, MN 55014-1796 
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Next, read each item on pages 2-4 (items 1-52) and think atx)ut your child's present behavior. Decide how often 
your child does the behavior descrit^.
If your child never does this behavior, circle the 0.
If your child sometimes does this behavior, circle the 1.
If your child very often does this behavior, circle the 2
For items 1-40, you should also rate how important each of these behaviors is for your child's development.
If it is not Important for your child's development, circle the 0.
If it is important for your child's development, circle the 1.
If it is critical for your child's development, circle the 2.
Here are two examples:
How
Often?
How
Important?
Never Sometimes
Very
Often
Not
Important important Critical
Shows a sense of humor. 0 1 (2) 0 O 2
Answers the phone appropriately. © 1 2 0 1
This parent thought that the child very often showed a sense of humor and that showing a sense of humor 
was important to the child's development. This parent also thought that the child never answered the 
phone apfM’opriatety and that answering the phone appropriately was critical to the child's development.
There are no right or wrong answers. You may take as much time as you like.
Please do not skip any items.
FOe OFFICE USE 
ONLY 
How omen?
Social Skills Often?
Very
Important?
Not
c A R s Never Sometimes Often important important critical
•'* 1 . Starts conversations rather than waiting for others to 
talk first. 0  1 2 0  1 2
2 . Helps you with household tasks without being told. 0  1 2 0  1 2
3. Attempts household tasks before asking for your help. 0  1 2 0  1 2
4. Participates in organized activities such as sports 
or clubs. 0  1 2 0  1 2
5. Politely refuses unreasonable requests from others. 0  1 2 0  1 2
t f 6. Introduces himself or herself to new.peopte without being told. 0  1 2 0  1 2
7. Uses free time at home in an acceptable way. 0  1 2 0  1 2
8. Says nice things about himself or herself when 
appropriate. 0  1 2 0  1 2
9. Responds appropriately to teasing from friends or 
relatives of his or her own age. 0  1 2 0  1 2
10. Responds appropriately when hit or pushed by other 
children. •. 0  1 2 2
=1% * 1 1 . Volunteers to help family members with tasks. 0  ‘ 1 2 “  0  1 2
1 2 . Invites others to your home. 0  1 2 0  1 2
13. Avoids situations that are likely to result in trouble. 0  1 2 0  1 2
0 A R 8 SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
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nuw
Often?
Very 1
now
Important?
Not
C A Rt « Newer Sometimee Often Important Important Critical
14. Makes friends easily. 0 1 2 É 0  1 2
• 15, Keeps room clean and neat without being reminded. 0 1 2 0  1 2
16. Completes household tasks within a reasonable time. 0 1 2 0  1 2
17. Shows concern for friends and relatives of his or her 
own age. 0 1 2 0  1 2
18. Controls temper in conflict situations with you. 0 1 2 0  1 2
19. Ends disagreements with you calmly. 0 1 2 0  1 2
2 0 . Speaks in an appropriate tone of voice at home. 0 1 2 0  1 2
2 1 . Acknowledges compliments or praise from friends. 0 1 2 0  1 2
22. Controls temper when arguing with other children. 0 1 2 0  1 2
23. Appropriately expresses feelings when wronged. 0 1 2 0  1 2
24. Follows rules when playing games with others. 0 1 2 0  1 2
25. Attends to your instructions. 0 1 2 0  1 2
26. Joins group activities without being told to. 0 1 2 0  1 2
27. Compromises in conflict situations by changing own 
ideas to reach agreement. 0 1 2 0  1 2
28. Puts away belongings or other household property. 0 1 2
-*■ *■
0  1 2
29. Waits turn in games or other activities. 0 1 2 0  1 2
30. Uses time appropriately while waiting for your help with 
homework or some other task. 0 1 2 0  1 2
31. Receives criticism well. 0 1 2 0  1 2
32. Informs you before going out with friends. 0 1 2 k:: 0  1 2
33. Follows household rules. 0 1 2 r ’ 0  1 2
34. Is self-confident in social situations such as parties or 
group outings. 0 1 2 0  1 2
35. Shows interest in a variety of things. 0 1 2 0  1 2
36. Reports accidents to appropriate persons. 0 1 2 0  1 2
37. Is liked by others. 0 1 2 0  1 2
38. Answers the phone appropriately. 0 1 2 0  1 2
39. Asks sales clerks for information or assistance. 0 1 2 rl-'. 0  1 2
40. Appears self-confident in social interactions with 
opposite-sex friends. 0 1 2 0  1 2
c A R s SUMS OF HOW OFTEN COLUMNS
Go on to 
Page 4. ■
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Frank M. Gresham and Stephen N. Elliott
i,; J .v!j i. l i . f  fc
Name Date of Birth
Sex; O  Female Q M ale Ethnie Group (optional)
Mon* Day
_  Age
Voar
Grade and School
Parents' or guardians' names 
1. ___________________
Phone
2.
Phone
Teacher's name
Voare Momhs
Address
Address
Reason for referral
Record the SSRS forms that have been completed and by whom. Also list any other methods of assessing the 
student's behavior that have been completed and will be summarized on page 6 of this report.
SSRS
Teacher Form 
Parent Form 
Student Form
Date Completed Rater
Other assessment methods
© 1990, Amencan Guidance Service, Inc., Publishers'BuHding, Circle Pir\es, MN S5014-1796
AH rights reserved. No part of ttils form may be photocopied or otttervnse reproduced. This form was printed in Iwo colors.',
A 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2  1
FORM: AIR
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S t a n d a r d  S c o r e  S u m m a r y '
Instructions
Copy the standard score, the percentile rank, the standard error of measurement, the confidence level and the 
standard score confidence band from the individual Teacher, Parent, and Student questionnaires in the appropriate 
spaces below.
If you wish to see a graphic summary of these results, complete the Graphic Profile Summary on page 3.
Teacher
SOCIAL SKILLS
Standard!
Score
Pam ntile I 
Rank
Confidence Level 
6 8 % Q  9 5 % Q
Confidence i 
Band
(standaid scoces) I to
PROBLEM BEHAVIORS
Standard
Score
Percentile P  
Rank 1
SEM +
Confidence Level 
6 8 % Q  9 5 % Q
Confidence i 
Band
(standard scores) I to
ACADEMIC COMPETENCE
Standardl 
Score I Peroenfile I Rank ]
SEM
Cofdidenoe Level 
68%Q 99%Q
Confidence ■ 
Band
(standard scores) I
to
Parent
SOCIAL SKILLS
Standard]
Score
Percentile
Rank
SBM
Confidence Level 
S 8 % [] 9 S % Q
Confidence, 
Band
(standard scores) ' to
PROBLEM BEHAVIORS
Standard]
Score
Percentile | 
Rank
SEM\ +
Confidence Level
Confidencei 
Band
(standard scores) I to
Student
SOCIAL SKILLS
Standard]
Score
Percentile ] 
Rank
S E M \ *
Confidence Level 
6 8 % n  9 5 % Q
Confidence 
Band 
(standard scores)
to
SOCIAL SKILLS
The SSRS is designed to evaluate the frequency and the importance of Social Skills in five areas.
These areas are:
Cooperation: behaviors such as helping others, sharing materials, and complying with rules and directions
Assertion: initiating behaviors, such as asking ofiiers for information, introducing oneself, and respond-, 
ing to the actions of others, such ̂  l ^ r  pressure or insults
Responsibility: behawors that demonstrate ability to communicate with adults and regard for property or 
work
Empathy:
SeW-Control:
behaviors that show concern and respect for others' feelings and viewpoints
behaviors that emerge in conflict situations, such as responding appropriately to teasing, and 
in nonconflict situations that require taking turns and compromising
2
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Instructions
The relationships among teacher, parent, and student ratings for the scales and subscales can be made readily 
apparent. Transfer the results from each questionnaire to the profile below. Simply make X*s in each box for each 
form. (See sample below.) You may wish to use different colors for Teacher, Parent, and Student Forms. An ex­
ample of a completed profile is shown in Chapter 3 of the SSRS Manual. If you need more specific statistical infor­
mation for the scenes, refer to page 2 of this Record.
Scales Subscales
SOCIAL SKILLS
Avwage | 11 | | Average
□ □□
T«»cti»r PannI StudWM
PROBLEM BEHAVIORS
Mora I 11 I Mora
I----II----1Average 11 Average
Fewer j j j | Fewer
ACADEMIC COMPETENCE
I j Above Average 
I I Below Average
Coopération
- o o o
- o o o
TMCIwr Pmnt SwOmt
Assertion
□  □ □
□  □ □
□  □ □  
Taactw PinM Stwtvnt
SeK-CofTtrot
□  □ □
□  □ □
□  □ □  
TMdwf Parent Studam
Responsibility
□
□
□
Panni
Empathy
Q«m
I I Average 
□  Fewer
Sludant
Externalizing
Mm 1 1 j
AmM-DD
r~ii 1
Taaclwr Pwwv
Internalizing
□  □
□  □
□  □  
TmcKm PmM
Hypeiactivily
EDIZI""
1—11—1
D D '^
Taaclwr Parant
Teacher
SAMPLE:
Example of Fewer. Average, and More ratings
MORE
AVERAGE
FEWER
PROBLEM BEHAVIORS
The SSRS Teacher and Parent Forms provide frequency ratings of potential Problem Behaviors in three areas at 
the elementary level and two areas at the preschool and secondary levels. These areas are:
Externalizing: behawors involving verbal or physical aggression toward others, poor control of temper, and 
arguing
Intem aiizing: behaviors indicating anxiety, sadness, loneliness, and poor self-esteem
H ^)eractivfty: behaviors involving excessive rnovement, fidgeiing, arid impulsive reactions (elementary level 
only)
ACADEMIC COMPETENCE
The SSRS Teacher Forms also include a nine-item scale of Academ ic Competence. Ratings of reading, mathe­
matics, motivation, and parental support are included in this scale.
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Identifying Social Skills Strengths and Weaknesses 
and Interfering Problem Behaviors
The Standard Score Summary and the Graphic Profite Summary have enabled you to identify a student's 
overall strengths and weaknesses. Before planning interventions for these general weaknesses, an analy­
sis of the behaviors represented by the items in the subscales is needed. This analysis should focus on 
those social skills that have been identified as general strengths ("more than") or general weaknesses 
("fewer tiian"). Im portance ratings, as well as Frequency ratings must be used for this analysis. You will 
need to examine the questionnaires to complete this analysis. A sample case identifying a student's 
strengths and weaknesses is given in Chapter 4 of the SSRS Manual.
Social Skills Strengths are defined by Frequency ratings of 2 and Importance ratings of 1 or 2.
Social Skills Perform ance Deficits are mild defidts and are defined by Frequency ratings of 1 and 
Importance ratings of 2.
Social Skills Acquisition Deficits are moderate to severe deficits and are defined by Frequency ratings 
of 0 and Importance ratings of 1 or 2.
Problem Behaviors are those behaviors of an externalizing, internalizing, or hyperactive nature that can 
interfere with the acquisition or performance of social sWIIs. Any item on the Problem Behaviors subscales 
that receives a Frequency rating of 2 may suggest an interfering problem behavior.
Social Skills Strengths (Frequency = 2, Im portance = 1 or 2) Review the SSRS questionnaires to 
identify items that characterize social skills strengths. Enter a brief description of the items in the appropriate 
section below. List one or two behaviors rated as strengths from each subscale if that subscale is rated "More." 
Remember, the subscales are designated; C = Cooperation, A = Assertion, R = Responsibility, E = Empathy,
S = Self-Control.
Teacher Form Parent Form Student Form
1
2
3
4
5
Comments on social skills strengths
4
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S o c ia l  S k i l ls  P e r f o r m a n c e  D e f ic i t s  (Frequency = 1, importance = 2) Review the SSRS question­
naires to identify items that characterize social skills performance deficits. Enter a brief description of the items in 
the appropriate section below. If possible, list one or two behaviors rated as performance deficits from each 
subscale that has a Behavior Level of "Fewer."
Teacher Form Parent Form Student Form
1      _____________________
2    :  ___________________________
3 ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
4 ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
5 ______________________________  ______________________________  _____________________________
Comments on social skills performance deficits
Social Skills Acquisition Deficits (Frequency = 0, importance s 1 or 2) Review the SSRS 
questionnaires to identify items that characterize social skills acquisition deficits. Enter a brief description of the 
items in the appropriate section below. If possible, list one or two behaviors rated as acquisition deficits from each 
subscale that has a Behavior Level of "Fewer."
Teacher Form Parent Form Student Form
1     _____________________
2     _______________________
3 ________________________________ ________________________________ _______________________________
4 ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
5 _______________________ _______  ______________________________  ______________________________
Comments on social skills acquisition deficits
P ro b le m  B e h a v io rs  (Frequency = 2) Review the SSRS questionnaires to identify items that characterize 
problem behaviors. From those Behavior Levels rated "More." list in the af̂ ïropriate section below all behaviors 
from each subscale that have a Frequency rating of 2. Remember, the subscales are designated as:
E = Externalizing. I = Internalizing , H = Hyperactivity.
Teacher Form Parent Form
1   _______________________________
2   _______________________________________
3 ________________________________  _________ _ -____________________
4 _____ :______________ 1_____  '  !__________ - ________
5 _________________________________________  ___________________________________________
Comments on problem behaviors
5
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Use this page to summarize other assessments of this student.
Direct observations—school_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ Date___________
Direct observations—home
Sociometric measures
Teacher interview
Parent interview
Student interview
Rote plays.
Other behavior ratings.
Achievement or cognitive measures.
Setf-conoept or self-efficacy measures.
Date
Date
Date
Date
Date
Date
Date
Date
Previous intervention outcome data
Date
6
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Date.
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Once the analysis of the SSRS ratings has t>een completed, it is possit)le to develop general intervention strategies. 
Teaching students social skills involves many of the same methods as teaching academic concepts. Thus, effective 
interventions for both academic difficulties and social skills deficits often involve modeling correct behaviors, eliciting 
imitative responses, providing corrective feedback, and arranging opportunities for practice. While some social skills 
interventions require specialized training, most may be implemented in regular classrooms by teachers or at home 
t>y parents.
Three basic intervention approaches—operant, social learning, cognitive-behavioral—are commonly used to im­
prove social behavior. These procedures are reviewed in detail in Chapter 4 of the Manual.
The use of the specific procedures depends on the severity of the sociŝ  skills deficits and the existence of possible 
interfering prcAlem behaviors. The more serious the social behavior deficit, the more involved and direct the 
intervention. The SSRS Analysis of Social Behaviors given on pages 4 and 5 of this AIR form categorizes the type 
of social skills protjiem. The following table suggests different kinds of interventions for various categories.
No Interfering 
Problem Behaviors
Interfering 
Problem Behaviors
Social Skills 
Acquisition Deficits
Direct instruction 
Modeling
Behavioral Rehearsal 
Coaching
Modeling
Coaching
Differential Reinforcement of a 
Low Rate of Response (DRL)
Differential Reinforcement of Other 
Behavior (DRO)
Reductive procedures to decrease 
interfering problem behaviors
Social Skills 
Performance Deficits
Operant methods to manipulate 
antecedent or consequent 
conditions to increase the rate 
of existing behaviors
erra n t methods to manipulate 
antecedent or consequent 
conditions to increase the rate 
of existing prosocial behaviors
Differential Reinforcement of a 
Low Rate of Response (DRL)
Differential Reinforcement of Other 
Behawr (DRO)
Reductive procedures to decrease 
interfering problem t>ehaviors
Social Skills 
Strengths
Reinforcement procedures to 
maintain desired social behavior
Use student as a model for other 
students '
Reinforcement procedures to 
maintain desired social behavior
Reductive procedures to decrease 
interfering problem behaviors' -
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In this section, summarize your intervention plans. Describe the desired outcome behaviors, the procedures for 
obtaining these behaviors, the materials and personnel involved, and the method of evaluating results. Each of 
these components of an Intervention Plan is discussed in Chapter 4 of the SSRS Manual.
Sh r-rf-Tcrm Objec h'eg
Target behavior(s)___________________________________________________________________________
Desired outcome behavior(s)__________________________________________________________________
Critical setting or situations for change___________________________________________________________
Procedure for maintaining strengths.
Procedure for promoting skill acquisition.
Procedure for increasing skill performance.
Procedure for reducing prr^lem behaviors.
Procedure for facilitating generalization.
Reinforcers for target child.
Instructional or intervention materials
Intervention personnel.
Change in SSRS ratings.
Mainstreamed-peer comparisons.
Outcome interviews with significant adults.
Intervention begins_____________  Intervention projected to_end_____________  Actual ending
Intervention evaluation completed______________  Re-evaluation of target behavior(s)_________
8
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Appendix C 
Sample Program Forms 
Cheyenne-Eagle Butte School Educational and Social History 
C-EB Student Interview Form/Elementary Social History 
Case Service Plan 
Treatment Plan Assessment 
Plan for Improvement 
Time-Out Plan 
Behavior Evaluation 
Thinking Sheets
Now, it's your turn (Medicine Wheel)
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CHEYENNE-EAGLE BUTTE SCHOOL 
EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL HISTORY
Name of Student: ________________________   Date of Birth
Mother's Name______________________ Father's Name___________
Guardian (if different from parent)_______________________________
Are parents: M arried to each other; Divorced from each other:  Remarried
to someone else;  other (explain)__________________________________________
Names of Brothers and Where they are:
Name of Sisters and Where they are:
What kinds of Grades does the student normally received:
W hat subjects does the student like best:______________
W hat subjects does the student like least: _____________
W hat activities does this student like? What sports, clubs, interests does this 
student have?
Was this student suspended or expelled from school last year?
Has this student missed 20 or more days of school last year? 
Has this student ever been involved with a gang? ________
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Does this student have a history of major illnesses? Explain:
Is this student on any medication? What? How often do they take it?
Has this student been to Alcohol/Drug Treatment:  Yes  No
I f  yes, is your student in aftercare?  Yes No
( If  your child has been to Alcohol/Drug Treatment, please complete the release of 
information attached and send it to the treatment center. We may be able to help 
with aftercare services and need the information to refer your child to programs on 
campus or in the community.)
Did the student lose anyone close to them through death? Who, and what 
relationship to the student? How long ago? Are they still in the grieving process?
Has the student ever talked about suicide? Have they made a plan to commit 
suicide? W hat was the plan?
Did the student ever huff, use alcohol or drugs? What did they use? Who were they 
with? How old were they?
Has the student ever been in trouble with the police? Is this student currently 
under services of the court? Explain.
Person filling out this form:
Title: ___________  Date:
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Name__
Address,
Phone:
C-EB Student Interview Form/Elementary 
Social Histoiy
___________________ Today's Date______
Date of Birth________
Tribe Where enrolled:
. Message Phone 
Place of Birth
Mother's Name__
Mother's Address
Father's Name__
Father's Address
Mother's Occupation
Tribal Enrollment__
Mother's Health____
Father's Occupation
Tribal Enrollment__
Father's Health____
Are parents: Married to each other;
married;  Remarried to someone else;
 other (explain)___________________
Divorced from each other; 
_Living with someone else;
Never
Guardian (if different from parent) 
Guardian Address
Guardian's Health:
Number of Brothers (include half-brothers, step-brothers) 
Names of Brothers and Where they are:
Number of sisters (include half-sisters, step-sisters) 
Name of Sisters and Where they are:
What do you remember when you were little?
Where did you live when you were ages 1-4? Who did you live with?
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Where did you live when you were ages 5-9? Who did you live with? Where did 
you go to school?
Where did you live when you were ages 10-15? Who did you live with? Where did 
you go to school?
W hat kinds of Grades have you received:
Grades K - 2: _____ 3rd grade - 6 grade:______  7-8 grade
W hat subjects do you like best:_____________________________
W hat subjects do you like least:_____________________________
Name your favorite teachers, and why?
What would you like to be when you grow up?
Where you ever hospitalized? Explain:
Did you lose anyone close to you through death? Who, and what relationship to 
you? How long ago? What happened?
Have you ever thought about suicide? Have you ever made a plan to commit 
suicide? What was the plan?
Do you know anyone who committed suicide?
Did you ever hufl? What did you use? Who were you with? How old were you?
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Do you drink alcohol? What do you drink? Who do you drink with? When did 
you first drink/how old were you? How often do you drink?
Do you use drugs? What do you take? Who do you use with? When did you first 
use drugs/how old were you? How often do you use drugs? What is your drug of 
choice?
Have you ever been in trouble with the law? What happened? Are you on 
probation or terms of release?
I f  you were granted three wishes, what would they be?
Name someone that you know loves you unconditionally/a special person in your 
life:
Everyone is special; what is special about you?
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CASE SERVICE PLAN
CLIENT NAME: _____________________________________DOB:
STRENGTHS:
1.___
2.___
3  . ______
4 .
AREAS OF WEAKNESS;
1.________
2.________
3  . _______________
4 .
TREATMENT GOALS:
1._____
2._____
3  . _____________
4 .
2.
3 .
4 .
DATE OF PLACEMENT_____________ DATE OF PLAN________  FILE #
REASON FOR PLACEMENT
ADOLESCENT TASKS Cosqpletloii Date
1.
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PAREHTS/GUARDIAN TASKS
1.
2.
3.
4.
PLACING AGENCY TASKS
1.
2.
3.
GROUP CARE AGENCY TASKS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
TENTATIVE LENGTH OP STAY:
DISCHARGE PLAN:
Coupletion Date
Con^letlon Date
Completion Date
AGREEMENT WITH CASE SERVICE PLAN:
PARENT/GUARDIAN DATE PLACEMENT AGENCY DATE
AGENCY STAFF
03/95jk
DATE ADOLESCENT DATE 
AP 05
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Tr ea tm en t  Pl a n  A ssessment
(To Be Com pleted By Parentt/Lecal Q u ard ian  A n d /O r P iA aN O  A qency W ith in  First 30 Days O F Placem ent)
1. What are your child's strengths?
2. What areas docs you child need to improve upon?
3. What is important to you?
4. \4 ^ t  do you expect from your child?
5. What are your expectations for yoursdf/family?
6. What do you expect from the Sacred Heart Center?
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7. What do you want for your child?
8. What do you hope to gain by your child being in treatment?
9. What do you hope you and your child will accomplish while he/she is in treatment?
10. What things do you want to improve between yourself and your child?
11. What are your goals for your family? (What would you be willing to do to reach your goals?)
12. Where would you like to see your family in six (6) months? And six months after that?
01/96 jk/kf AP 34
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE PLAN FOR IMPROVEMENT
A; (Date of Entry)__________________________
What Do You Want?
In simple terms list what you really want What goal do you wish to achieve or what problem do you wish to solve?
What Arg youJDoing Mow?
List spedRc actions you have taken to reach your goal or resolve the problem. Thinking about it or realizing something 
must be done, does not constitute action. Recognizing that a problem exists is not half the battle. It is perhaps one- 
fourth. After recognition comes the true test of dedication to change.
Is It Helping or Hurting?
Write ways to which your actions are helping to relieve the problem or ways in which you choice of actions is not 
working.
What 1? My Plan To Dq
Make a plan with specific actions which will help you achieve your goal or alleviate the problem. Write only those 
actions which you are willing to do.
Am I
Are you committed to faithfully and consistently follow the actions stated in you plan. Think about it before you mark 
‘yes’* in this column. Your answer here reflects how badly you want to achieve your goals or solve the problem.
B:(Date of each subsequent Day)_______________________
Did I Follow My Plan Today?
Answer Yes or Mo. An answer of “Sometimes" really means no. Therefore, list it as “Mo”. A “No” answer reflects a 
lack of commitment to following your plan and to achwing your goal.
What Excuses Did I Give for Not Following Mv Plan?
What excuses did you give yourself for not following through with your plan of action? Write them down, then 
recognize that they are excuses, not reasons.
What Were The Consequences?
What happened as a result of not following your plan? Perhaps the most significant result is no change for die better 
or matters became worse.
Review What I Want.
If you did not follow through with your plan, you should look at your goal. Again decide if that is really what you want. 
What Is Mv Next Plan?
If you decide you really want your original goal, make another plan of action to achieve it Go through the same 
process until the goal is reached. Goals should be flexible. Therefore, if necessary, change your want and amenc 
the goal.
Never Give ü p !  '
Never give up on yourself. You can fulfill your needs for love and belonging, worth and recognition, fur 
and freedom to choose by using this plan for self-improvement
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What do I want?
Old I follow my plan 
today?
What am I doing now?
What excuses did I give for 
ot following my plan?
Is It helping or hurting?
What were the 
consequences?
What Is my plan to do 
better?
Review what I want
I’m committed to 
following my plan?
What is my next plan? 
Never give up!
l2/95kf(TASK WORK) form #  11
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Time-Out Plan
Name:_________________________________________
Date:______________________  Time______________
You are in Time-Out!
YOU must sit at the table and remain quiet.
YOU may do school work.
YOU may read.
YOU may sit and think.
YOU must write a plan before you return to the group.
Additional actions will be taken if you choose to be disruptive in the Time-Out Room.
W hat were the behaviors that I chose to get to Time-Out:
W hat changes do I need to make in my behavior:
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W hat is my plan to get back with my group:
Comments:
Resident Signature: 
Staff Signature:___
06/95jk(TASKWORK) 
Form -7-
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BEHAVIOR EVALUATION 
WHAT WAS MY TOTAL BEHAVIOR? HOW DID I ACT, THINK AND FEEL? (PHYSICALLY AND EMOTIONALLY)
HOW DID MY BEHAVIOR FILL EACH OF MY NEEDS IN A.....
POSITIVE WAY NEGATIVE WAY
LOVE/
BELONGING
POWER/
CONTROL
FUN
FREEDOM
HOW DID MY BEHAVIORS HELP, OR NOT HELP, OTHERS (CLIENTS, STAFF, FAMILY, FRIENDS— WHOEVER 
WAS INVOLVED) FILL THEIR NEEDS IN A GOOD WAY? SPECIFICALLY— WHO DID IT HELP AND HOW?
LOVE/ FUN
BELONGING
POWER/ FREEDOM
CONTROL
IS THIS A BEHAVIOR I WANT TO KEEP USING? YES. N0_
WHAT IS YOUR PLAN TO EITHER KEEP OR CHANGE THIS BEHAVIOR?
06/95jk(TASKWORIC) 
Fonn *8*
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THINKIWQ SHEETS
What happened?
Who was involved?
How do 1 (eel?
How might others involved (eel?
What, i( anything, can I do better next time?
(TASK WORK) Pom-4«
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